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I. Introduction 
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The purpose of description of species of the Asuwa Flora is to present palaeo明
botanical evid巴nceavailable for the correlation of th巴 LateCretaceous floras of 
Japan and also those of the Northern Hemisphere as a whole. 
Our knowledg邑 onthe L且teCretaceous floras of Japan has， until recently， been 
fragmentaly， except of these of the so-called “Nilssonia-bed" of the Hakobuchi 
Sandstone Bed from Hokkaido (S. Endo: 1925; 57-72， XI-XVIII)， the Kadonosawa 
Formation of the Kuji Group in Iwate Pref巴cture (Y. Sassa: 1932; 401-430)， the 
flora in Tsushim旦 Is. (I. Tateiwa: 1933; 185帽209，XXIII， XXIV)， * etc. Howev巴r，
several years ago， S. Endo and M. Amano of Kumamoto University in Kyushu， 
contributed a preliminary note (1952; 317) on the Late Cretaceous plants fossils 
from the area of the Tetori Group in the Innerside of Central Japan. These were 
collected by T. Kobay旦shiand S. Maeda at omichidani， Shiramine-mura， Ishikawa-
* This flora does not contain impressions of Nilssonia and Sequoia etc. Most recently cliscovered a 
Sabalites from these Islands (K. Takahashi: 1958; 185-188， XXVlIa)， soit is doubted if it belongs 
to the Palaeogene Age. 
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gun， lshikawa Prefecture. A few years later， T. oyama of lbaraki University in 
Mito， discovered the oarai Flora (1956; 53幽73，I-IX) from the neighbourhood of 
Mi to C i ty， lbaraki Prefecture. 
Thus， almost simultaneously the Late Cretaceous floras were discovered in both of 
the inner and the outer sides of Japan to a rouse a great interest among paleontologists 
and geologists. However， as the oarai flora does not contain Nilssonia， which is a 
primitive Mesozoic cycas， the writer can not compar巴sit with the omichidani flora 
mentioned above. More recently， S. Endo reported on some interesting plant fossils 
of the Late Cretaceous bed in Hokkaido (1957; 445): his report on the Suritaki flora 
from Hiroshima Prefecture followed (1959; 456). 
The writer and S. Kida (1953; 324) discovered many plant fossils from debris 
of the abandoned mines at Sarao， Kamiikeda-mura， lmadate-gun， Fukui Prefecture 
(Lat. 35051'40グ N.and Long. 136021' 29ク E.)，and in the following year S. Endo and 
M. Amano published a report on the similar occurrence at omichidani. It is when 
the writer described the new species Nelumbo orientalis in 1953 (1954 ; 155・158，XX)， 
that the name Asuwa Flora was proposed to the late Cretaceous plant fossils， after 
the Asuwa四gawa，considering it as an equivalent of the Jurassic Tetori Flora of M. 
Yokoyama (1894; 212) named after the Tetori同gawa.
This Asuwa Flora very c10sely resembles the fossil flora of the omichidani bed， 
and is similar to the late Cretaceous floras of Hokkaido (S. Endo: 1925; 59)， North-
east Honshu (Y. Sassa: 1932; 429)， South Korea (1. Tateiwa: 1929: 5 and 1934; 
193， and N. Hatae: 1927; 4)， North Sakhalin (A. Kryshtofovich: 1918; 2 and H. 
Yabe: 1927; 32)， Alaska (0. Heer: 1871; Bd. I， No. 2 and A. Hollick: 1930; 15・
16， 24旬25，26， 28・30)，Canada (M. A. Bell: 1949; 16-35 and 1957; 6-7)， Portugal (C. 
Teixeira: 1948; 33幽 118)，Greenland (0. Heer: 1875; Bd. lII， No. 2 & No. 3; 1882; 
Bd. VI and 1883; Bd. VII)， etc.， all these localities of the late Cretaceous floras 
being in the Northern Hemisphere. 
Members of the Asuwa Flora， and the numbers of specim巴nsexamined each of 
them are as follows (Table 1 (p. 179) Fig; 1 (p.180) );ー
As above mentioned， all of the fossil specimens dea1t with in this paper were 
collected by the writer himself during several years (chiefly 1952 to 1957) in the 
upper reaches of the Asuwa-gawa. Most of the material was found within“Zuri" 
(that means the waste dumps of co 
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Table. 1: The Elements of the Asuwa Flora 
『一-一 一一一一 一 Localities







1. Equisetites sp. 
2. Os削抑zdaasuwensis sp. nov. 
3. Ptel'isαsp. 
4. P. s sp. 
5. ChladoPhlebis frigida (Heer) Seward 
6. C. granlandica (Heer) 
7. S，α~genoρteris sp. 
8. Nilssonia orientalis Heer 




orbi，ωlata sp. nov. 
。suwenszssp. nov. 
glossoformis sp. nov. 
13. Dioon sp. 
14. gfnk.goitesρseudoadia招toides (Holllick) 
Florin. 
15. Sequoia cf. senψervirens 
16. Taxodi的問 cf.disthicum 
17. Metaseqzzoia cf. glyρtostroboides 
18. Carpolithus日 sp(Cycaceous seed) 
19. C. βsp.(Palmocarponeous seed) 
20. Populites sp. 
21. Alnus sp. 
2. Menisρermites sp. 
23. Nelumbium orientalis Matsuo 
24. Vitis sp. 
25. 日burnumsp. 
26. Sapotacites sp. 
27. Cal'polithus T sp. 















































































|:l:i:l1: 29. Gramineous leaves 

















Fig. 1: Comparison of the Floral Elements from Localities concerned. 
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At Tanitoge Comichidani， Ishikawa Prefectur巴).
Ginkgoites jうseudoadiantoides(Hollick) F10rin ( 1 )*ネネ
Taxodium cf. disthicum (15) 
Nymphaeites ( ? ) trapelloides Matsuo (129)判料、
Gramin巴ceous1eaves (65) 
At Goshogahara (Katsuyama City， Fukui Prefecture). 
Chlado)うhlebissp. (DryoJうterissp. ?) (3) 
Sequoia cf. sternoergi (Goppert) Heer (5) 
S. cf. amoigua (4) 
Glyptostobus ? sp. (3) 
Conifern leaf ( 1 ) 
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of the members of the Institute of the Botany， Tohoku University and Kanazawa 
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reading the manuscripts of this paper. 
I. GeologicaI Notes on the Asuwa Formation. 
The Asuwa Formation inc1udes no layer of marine facies， being constituted of 
alternating clastic and pyroc1astic sediments， with the maximum thickness of 1，000 
m: it is exposed in the upper reaches of the Asuwa-g丘wa.
The Formation is cov巴redwi th iipari tic tuff and andesi tic bou1der agglomera te 
of the Miocene age -問 theso-cal1ed “Green tuff groupぺ
The Asuwa Formation is separated into two beds， namely， 
the 10wer: 1) Doai Bed (Rich in coarse sandstone layers.) 
the upper: 2) Sarao Bed (Rich in alternation of sandstone and shale 
laminae.) 
The Sarao bed contains an unworkab1e coal seam， but work巴das a “Lignite" for 
a while during the Wor1d War II: (1943-46)， and abundant plant fossils were ob-
tained in i t.
** This number in rounded bracket shows the number of specimens collected. 
*キ**This s pecies will be tak巴ninto consideration again somewhere else. 
















Fig. 2: Explanational map of the River names and Localities of the 
Cretaceous beds in the Hokuriku district. 
River names; S: Sho-kawa， J: Jinzu-gawa， T: Tedori-gawa， D: Daishoji-gawa， 
K: Kuzuryu-gawa and A: Asuwa-gawa. 
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Table. 2: Stratigraphic Relation of the Plant-bearing 
Late Cretaceous Sediments in Japan. 
Hokuriku District Honshu 
Asuwa I~苧dori Riv匂~I KuzurvlI Gifu 。michidanilUshikubi Mount. 
Ri ver IKatsuyama I Ri ver Ri ver Pref. Range I/^-::::':~Q/\:d( (S加が32)
“Green 1 Pliocene Miocene Palae← 
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Group Sed. Sed. Sed. 
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The upper， the Sarao bed， contains pyroclastic sediments， which is correlated to 
the Omodani liparitic rocks (it lies on the upper part of the Heikedak巴 Formation，
named by M. Kawai; 1956， p⑤ 563) and i tsdistri butional area reaches to the Hida 
mountains region料*料呂ndSouth巴rnKorea (N. Hata巴 1937;p. 4). In the upper re-
aches of the Tedori 氾awa，its characteristic rocks ar邑 distributedin Tanitoge， Ka-
tsuyama Ci ty， etc. 
In the graduation thesis presented to the Kanazawa University in 1958， the 
wri ter regard巴dthat there are two beds， namely， the lower Takinamigawa bed and 
















レ(¥ヲ，/ 1 'Rock~ 'E 
100m 
Fig. 3: Geological Map of the upper Reaches of the Asuwa-gawa， 
Fukui Prefecture， Central Japan， 
*** Mr園K.Ka、Nada，a geologist of the Geological Survey of Japan， discussed about the Nohi liparitic 
rocks in 1960， atthe Meeting of the Geological disccusion held at Kanazawa University. 
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ー-Tuffaceous 8.s. looking like Liparitic rocks. 
x -Plant fossils (rare). 
x -Plant fossils (rare). 
-ーPebbly conglomerate layer. 
-ーFlinty tuffite. 
- Tuffaceous 8.s.looking like Quartz-porphyry. 
(x)一 Plantfossils yielding of “Zuri". 
一-Mudstone weathered to 8pheroidal structure. 
- Tuffaceous 8ふ lookinglike Q. p. 
一 Coarse8ふ spheroidallyweathered in part. 
一 Coarse8ふ withsmall black patchings. 
ーー Coarse8ふ withsmall black patchings. 
一ー Coarse8ふ withsmall black patchings. 
Fig. 4: Columnar section of the upper Reaches 
of the Asuwa-gawa， Fukui Prefecture， 
Central Jap加.








Fig. 5: Geological Map of the Environments of the Tanitoge， 
between of the Ishikawa and Fukui Prefectures， 
Cental Japan. 
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The lower， the Takinamigawa bed， contains remains of non-marine shells and 
fragments of land plants. In these non-marine shells， S. Maeda (1955; I-III) 
recognized four species from the Sugi yamadani， outskirts of Katsuyama City (cfr. 
fig. 5)， namely， Unio (Nilりρononaia)sp.， Plicatounio sp.， Nakamuranaia ching向
shanensis (Grabau) and Viviparus (Sinotaia ?) keishoensis Suzuki. He considered that 
these non-marine shells indicate the same age as the Naktong Series in Southern 
Korea， and suggested that their horizon corresponds to a part of the Akaiwa subgroup 
in the Tetori Group. The writer and som巴 studentsof Kanazawa Universi ty， have 
collected shells of Corbicula， Ostrea and Vivi1うarusspp. besid巴 Onychiopsiselongata 
Geyler and other plant remains at the river side of the Takinami-gawa. 
The Takinamigawa bed is considered to have been deposited in the early Creta-
ceous age， as was pointed out by Maeda. 
The upper， the Ohara bed， lies on the Takinamig乱wabed unconforl11a bly， and 
contains plant fossils at Tanitoge， Goshogahara， etc.， and its rock characters suggest 
i tsidenti ty with the Sarao bed in th巴 upperreaches of the Asuwa-gawa. 
Then， i t isas follows that the stratigraphic relation of the plant-bearing late 
Cretaceous sediments of this area correlating with other localities in Japan (Table向
2). 
a) Previous Works. 
The first published record of a geological study in the upper reaches of the 
Asuwa-gawa is that by K.Suzuki， a member of the Research Institut巴 forNatural 
Resources， in 1943; he consider巴dthat this Asuwa formation belongs to the Tetori 
S巴riesof which the age is regarded the late Jurassic. And he remarked on the Sarao 
b巴d(1943; 80-81)， as follows “--this sandstone contains arkose sandstone abund-
antly， s0l11etim巴schanges into conglomerate: and the muddy layer contains frag-
mentary plant fossils (Loc. 12)， occasionally accompanying unworkabl巴 coalseam. 
一"(in Japanese). 
More recently， Z.Tsukano and S.Miura (1959; 130司 131)of the Fukui University， 
have carried out a survey of this area， and distinguished two beds in the Asuwa 
forl11ation， the “Doai tuffηand the “Sarao alternation". And they prepared a detailed 
geological map (1959; 130， fig. 5) of this area as well as a columnar section (op. 
cit. fig. 6) of the Asuwa formation. 
In the omichidani and in the outskirts of the Katsuyama Ci ty， S.Maeda of the 
Chiba University made geological surveys in 1951 and in 1953， and col1ected above 
mentioned plant fossi1s in the omichidani (1952; 316)， and also discovered a bed of 
non-l11arine shells in the Sugiyamadani， outskirts of Katsuyal11a City. 
In this report， a cursory geological map and a columnar section of the Asuwa 
formation and the omichidani bed are given. (p. 184， 185 and 186) 
b) Age of Plant Bearing Formation. 
1n the upper reaches of the Asuwa-gawa， the single plant-bearing Sarao bed 
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lies on the Doai b巴d which consists of pyroclastic rocks and contains not only 
evidence of marine fossils ( ?) but some other organic rem旦ins.
At the Tanitoge， ther巴 isthe sam巴 f四ltureas above， that is， a plant-bed lies on 
the pyroclastic rocks (a quartz-porphyry in appearance)， and contains乱 muddysh且le
layer with some plant fossils. 
From this fact， the writer concludes that the evidence of the marine fossils in 
the formation decides the且geof the plant-b巴aringbed of the Asuwa Flora. Never-
theless， the plant species of th巴 Asuwaformation and omichidani bed， as are 
givel1 il1 the Introductiol1， are widely distribut巴d as in HOl1shu al1d Hokkaido il1 
Japan， Sakhalin， Alaska， North America， Greenland， Portugal， etc. 
W. A. Bell (1957; 10問 11)，when published the work on the plant species of the 
Nanaimo Group in C乱nada，explained that there are four groups as follows ; 
1) The Long-ranging species or similar sp巴ciesthat survived from Cenomanian 
or Turonian. 
2) The Santonian-Ma旦strichtian species or simi lar species. 
3) The Maastrichti乳nspecies or similar 
4) The Early Tertiary sp巴ciesor similar species. 
Following the p旦tternof the above mentioned four categories， the formational 
distribution of species of the Asuwa Flora is something as follows; 
The long-ranging species or similar speci巴sthat survived from the Late 
Jurassic or Early Cr巴taceousage. 
Nilssonia orientalis Heεr 
B) Early-Lat巴 Cretaceousspecies or similar speci己s，
Nilssonia serotina Heer 
C) Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary species or similar species; 
Osmunda asuwensis sp. nov. 
Chladolうhlebisfrigida Heer 
C. gronlandica H巴er
Ginkgoites 1うseudoadiantoides(Hollick) Florin 
Sequoia cfr. semtervirens Endlicher 
Taxodium cfr. disthicum Endlicher 
Metasequoia cfr.glyttostroboides Hu et Cheng 
G1Ylうtostrobus? sp. 
Nelumbium orientalis Matsuo 
MenisJうermitessp， 
D) Early-Late Tertiary species or similar species ; 
Alnus ? sp. 
Salうotacitessp. 
Judging from these four categories， the writer can not but conc1ude that the 
Asuwa Flora thrived in the late Cretaceous age; table 3 (p. 189) shows the situation 
as follows; 
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Nilssonia orientalis Heer l-一一-l i 
N. serotina Heer 1-一一~I
N. orbiculata sp. nov. ト一一一一
N. glossoformis sp. nov. l l二二二二l
N. 。suwens!ssp. nov. 
Dioon sp. F二二 」一二1
Ginkgoites tseudoadiantoidω(Holl.) [一一一-1二二二二|二二一二三
Sequ.oia cf. sempervirens 一一一~I一一一一
Taxodivm cf. disthicU1刊 1---ト一一一
向的川町四es 一一一|一一一一
Nelumbium orientalis Matsuo 




C. r sp. 
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III. Correlation of the Late Cl'etaceous Plant-Bearing Layeres 
with those of the Othel' Localities in Japan. 
191 
The plant bearing layers of the late Cretaceous in Japanese Islands hitherto 
known are recorded as follows; (fig. 6， p. 190)) 
1) The Hakobuchi group of Hokkaiclo. (The Hakobuchi Flora was reported 
mainly by S. Enclo in 1925; and more， there are some Anatomical botanists 
such as M. C. Stopes & K. Fujii (1910)， Y. Ogura (1930) ancl M. Shimakura 
(1930)， etc.) 
2) The Kuji group of Iwate Prefecture， Northeast Honshu (mainly Kadonos旦wa
Flora was reported by Y. Sassa in 1932.) 
3) The oarai Formation of Ibaraki Prefecture in Kanto District， (oarai Flora 
was studied by T. oyama in 1956.) 
4) Th巴 IzumiGroup in Izumi Mountain Range in Kinki District (H. Matsuo ; 
1957). 
5) The omichidani becl of Ishik呂waPrefecture， Inner sicle of Central Honshu 
(S. Endo & M. Amano; 1952). 
6) The Naru Formation of Gifu Prefecture， Outer side of Central Honshu (M. 
Kanuma; 1952). 
7) The Suritaki Formation of Hiroshima Prefeciure， Southwestern Honshu (S. 
Endo established Suritaki Flora in 1959). 
1) The Hakobuchi Group. 
This group contains many plant fossils， of which are describecl by S. Enclo (1925 ; 
57 -60)， the fol1owing ; 
Endo's species (emenclecl by Oishi in 1940) Usage in this Paper. 
Cladoρhlebis frigida (Heer) 
C. torelli (H巴er)? ...........................Chladothlebis sp. 
SJうhenoρterisdicksonianα(Heer) 
Phyllites sp. (cf. Adiantoides formosum Heer) 
Glossozamites ? lmaii Endo.・・・・・…・・・・・田・・・ ..........Nymlうhaeitesangulatus Bell ? 
Phyllites sp. (cf. S1うhenozamitesrogersianus Fontaine ?) 
Cycadeoidea niJう'ponicaEndo 
Nilssonia cf. orienialis Heer......... ..... .....N. orientalis 
N. cf. ]ohnstruJうiH巴er.固.............N. orientalis 
N. Serotina Heer 
Libocedrus sabiniana Heer 
Sequoia heteroPhylla Velenovsky. 
Populus denticulata Heer 
P. arctica Heer ..................P. denticulata 
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Rhamnites alうiculatusLesquereux 
ProtoPhyllum obovatum Newberry 
More rεcεntly， S， Endo reported on some plant fossils which had been collected 
by T. Matsumoto (1957; 455). They are very interesting in the late Cretaceous flora 
of J apan: these are 
Cycadites sp. (seed) 
Araucarites sp固 (coneand seed) 
Bauhinia cretacea Newberry 
Carporithus sp. 
Moreover， some phyto凶anatomistsstudied import乱ntand interesting fossils which 
had been yielded in the late Cretaceous formation in Hokkaido; among them， M. C. 
Stopes and K.Fujii (1910) described 17 species containing one fungus， 2 ferns and one 





Schizaeolうterismesozoica Stopes & Fujii 
Fasciostelopteris Tansleii Stopes & Fujii 
Fern rootlets 
Gymnospermae : 
Nijうonothyllul匁 cordaitiformeStopes & Fujii 
Yezonia vulgaris Stopes & Fujii 
Yezostrobus Oliveri Stopes & Fujii 
Araucarioxylon Tankoense Stopes & Fujii 
Cedroxylon lIIatsumurae Stopes & Fujii 
C. Yendoi Stopes & Fujii 
Cunninghamiostrobus yubariensis Stopes & Fujii 
CrYlうtomeriopsisantiqua Stopes & Fujii 
Angiospermae : 
Saururotsis niρonensis Stopes & Fujii 
Jugloxylon Hamaoanum Stopes & Fujii 
POρulocαulis yezoensis Stopes & Fujii 
Fagoxylon hokkaidense Stopes & Fujii 
Sabiocaulis Sakuraii Stopes & Fujii 
Cretovarium jajうonicumStopes & Fujii 
Ogura (1930: 410) established 2 new fern species and two cyc且daleanspecies， 
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Cycadeoidella japonica Ogura 
Cunninghamiostrobus yubariensis Stopes & Fujii 
2) The Kadonosawa Bed 
193 
The Kadonosawa bed was used to represent the Tertiary system of Northern 
Honshu， but it was changed to the Noda-toge Bed by K. Asano and Y. T色raoka
(1959; 424)， and there are some florules of the Palaeogene and Neogen巴 ageswhich 
occurred in Kuji City， Iwate Prefecture. This late Cretaceous flora of Kuji District， 
has not been given any name， but numerous plant fossils are recognized in it， as 
fo11ows: 
( 1 )料吋口}ヰ*Cladophlebissp. cf. Gleichenites ziρ'pei (Heer) 
( 2) C. sp. cf. Pecopteris argutra Heer 
( 3) C. sp. 
( 4) GI eichenites gracz'lis Heer 
( 5) Adiantoides sp. 
( 6) Sphenolうterisdicksoniana (Heer) 
7. Osmundites sp. 
( 8) Glossozamites Imaii Endo (This speci巴sshould be revised Nymlうaeites
angulatus) 
( 9) Otozamites sp.αindet. 
10. O. sp. s 
11. Nilssonia? gen. et sp. indet. 
(12) Sequoia heteroPhylla Velenovsky 
(13) Elatocladus sp. (Sequoia ? sp. indet.) 
(14) E. sp. 
(15) Phyllites sp. (Monocotyledoneous leaves). 
(16) POρulus cf. arctica Heer. 
17. P. sp. a 
18. P. sp. s 
19. Robinia sp. 
20. N yssa sp.α 
21. N. sp. s 
(22) Phyllites sp. (Dicotyledoneous leaves.) 
3) The oarai Flora 
This flora studi巴dby T. oyama in 1956 contains many plant fossils， including 
one genus and one species of Hep丘ticeae，4 genera and 5 sp色ciesof Filicales， 3 
genera and 5 species of Equisetales， 3 genera and 5 species of Cycadophyt丘l巴s，4 
genera and 4 species of Coniferales， 31 genera and 40 species of Dicotyledon leaves， 
料料榊( ) --Abur由 ntin this bed. 
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3 genera and 3 species of Monocotyledon leaves and a species of seed of indeter岨
min旦bleplant. In Mito district the formation with this flora on a marine formation 
has been dated by T.oyam旦 asof Maastrichtian age. Though the occurrence of the 
genus Nilssonia of the primitive Cycas common in the Mesozoic flora is not recog-
nized in this flor呂， i t should be considered to represent the latest Cr色taceous旦ge.
The species of the flora are as follows ; 
oyama (1956-59). Usage in this paper. 
Hep旦ticeae: 
1. Marchantites yabei Kryshtofovich 
Filicales : 
2. Adiantites oaraiensis oyam旦園固・・ー ...Indet.Conif巴rales? leaL 
3. A. Seωardi ? Y旦be..・ h ・Adiantiiessp. 
4. ASlうlenitessp. ・u ・・......・・...図。..・..回・・園自園.Indet.sp. 
5. Coniotteris burejensis Seward。
6. S1うhenoρteriscf. gracilis Oishi 
Equisetales : 
7. cf. naktongensis T旦teiwa....・ 0・Equisetitessp. 
8. Equisetites sp. 
9. K sp." 目・・0・・・・・・・....0・0・...Sporangiumof Equisetites sp. 
10. cf. nrl~fY()nenSl 
11. Neocalamites cf.品revifoliusSze...lndet. 
Cycadophytales : 
12. Otozamites cf. sewardi Oishi .・・固Podozamitessp. 
13. 0白 sp
14. Zamiophyllum cL buchianum (Ettingshausen). 
15. Z sp. 
16. Zamites megaphyllus (Phyllips). 
Coniferales : 
17. BrachYPhyllum jalうonicum(Sternberg) Seward..ー“一...Indet咽
18園 GlyptostrohuscL 1うensilisKoch.........lndet。
19. Sequoia cf. joholensis Endo ・..，・・・・・...Sequoiasp. 
20. Taxodium cf. dubium (Unger)....園・固・ Metasequoia sp. 
Dicptyledonean leavεs : 
21. Andromeda cf. scrilうtaKnow1ton 
22. Aporosa nanacarjうaoyama 
23 . A. nanacarjうa? oyama 一・固.Sameas the 且bove.
24. Aralia disectifolia oyama 
25. A. cf. taurinensis Sanborn. 
26. Betula cf. Maximovicziana Regel.......・?
27. B. mesomaximovicziana oyama..・・ ...Same呂sthe above. 
28. Brαoussonetia prαestans oyama 
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29. Castallites flabelliformis Hollick 
30. Celastrophyllurn sp. 
31. CercidiPhyllurn cf. eojaponicum Endo. 
32. Cinnαnzonzum linifolium Knowlton 
33. Corylus cf. heteroρhylla Fisch... .. ........ー・ ・ ・園・圃・・・・・ ・・Indet.
34. Credoneria kashi1'zaensis oyama...・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ q・・・Indet.
35. Diopyros anceps L色squereux....一......・.......................lndet.
36. Ficus antiquorurn oyama ..........................................Indet. 
37. F.? alaskana Newberry・司・・・・・・・・固・・・・圃・・・副・・・・・・・・・・ a・・・固・・・・・・・...Ind巴t.
38. Fraxinus denticulata He巴r..........................................lndet. 
39. Hedera prinzoidalis S呂porta'"・・・・・・・ ・・ ・ ・ ・・ ・・・・・・・・・・Indet.
40. Hovenia cf. dulcis Thunberg. ・巳・・・・・・
41. Ilex sp. ・・・・目..ー・・・…・・・・・・・・・目 B・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ 0・・・ ・・・・・・・Indet.
42. Juglans cf. orienialis MacGinitie ..............................Ind色t.
43. MacClintokia sp・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ a・晶一..・・・・・ ・・・回 一............lndet.
44. Magnolia pseudoacurninata ? Lesqu巴reux
45. Paliurus cf. upatoiensis Berry 
46. Paulownia pacificana Oy呂ma
47. Platanus cf. septenfrionalis Hollick 
48. Populus cf. arctica Heer.・・・・・・目・・
49. P. aff. rotundifolia Newberry....・ ・・・・ ・ー・・ー ・ー・・・ ? 
50. P. speciosus oyal11a. 
51 . Quercus sp. 
52. Sterculia sp. 
53. Tili固αrnaxirnoviczianoidesO yama 
54. T. cf. 1りrotojajうonicaEndo 
55. Ulrnus ovobatofolia oyal11il 
56. Viburunurn cf省 sirnileKnowlton 
57. Zelcova sp. ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ・・ ・ ・・ .. Inclet. 
58. ZizYlうhus1うentaxusζiyal11a.
59. Z. cf. fibrillosus (L.) Lesquereux. 
60. Z. cf. pseudomeeki Hollick. 
61. Phyllites sp. 
乱1onochotyleclon 1巴aves:
62. CalYlうtorocalyxsρicatus Blume. 
63. Doryanthites cretacea Berry. 
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4) The Izumi Group. 
The “Izumi Group" has been a common usage of the Izumi Sand四stoneGroup， 
which is the uppermost division of the Cretaceous deposits in Japan， and it has 
yielded a few marine animals at the basal part， while plant fragments have not been 
found in it. However， the writer obtained a leaf of Ficus sp. which occurred in the 
Kinyuji conglomerate bed at Kada-machi in 1948， when he was in the field for the 
Graduation thesis required by the Tohoku University. Moreover， several years later， 
the writer col1ected some twigs of Cunninghamia and cycadalean leaf from the 
Kinyuji bed (1954b; 362)， at Inukai vil1age， Tanagawa-machi， S巴nnan・gun，osaka 
Prefecture. 
In 1953， K. Hirayama recognized a fern species Chladophlebis acuti.ρennis in 
Tokushima Prefecture， which had been found by Mr. Shinohara (K. Hirayama: 
1953; 22). The Izumi Group contains a few land plant fossils beside brackish or 
fresh water forms Archaeozostera spp. which had been estab1ished by K. Kδriba and 
S. Miki (1931; 165-204， IV司Vand 1959; 107・110，I-II). 
Further， the Kinyuji bed contains a few such plant fossils， as fol1ows; 
Zamites izumiensis sp. nov. (MS) 
Cunninghamia izumiensis sp. nov. (MS) 
Ficus kadensis nov. sp. (MS) 
The studies on these three new species wil1 be published in near future. 
5) The omichidani Bed 
This bed contains many plant fossils， which were discovered by T. Kobayashi 
and S.Maeda in 1951. They were studied by S.Endo and M.Amano (1952; 317)， who 
identified the fol1owing species ; 




Ginkgoites digitata (Brongniart) Heer 
Sequoia smithiana Heer 
S. heteroPhylla Velenovsky 
Trapa (Tra，ρella) sp. 
Carpolithus sp. 
6) The Naru Formation 
This formation is the lowest part of the Shiratori Group， and contains Pota同
mogeton sp.， Otozamites sp. and Ginkgoites sp. (M. Kanuma: 1952; 28). 
In 1957， the writer col1ected many seeds of Cycas， cones of taxodiaceous species 
and a leaf of Ginkgoites sp. This fossiliferous bed appears to be of the same rock 
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facies as those of the Sarao bed of Asuwa Formation. These characters of the tuf-
faceous sandstone layers look at a glance like quartz-porphyry. Many seeds and 
con巴shave been studied by the writer， the resu1ts will be printed short1y. 
']) The Suri taki Flora 
This flora was named by S.Endo (1959; 456) who studied many plants fossils 
from Hiroshima Prefecture， which had beeコcolle.ctedby S. Imamura. S. Endo des司
cribed a new genus and species Cycadocaulis hondoensis， and considered this flora to 
belong to the same horizon as the Hakobuchi flora， the oarai flora and the Kadono-
sawa bed. 
A few years after the report on this flora， K. Suda (1955; 405) discovered a 
few plant fossils from the Sugitani bed of Sugitani， Kamogataィnachi，Okayama 
Prefecture. He recognized three species such as Elatocladus sp.， Platanus sp. and 
Sequoia sp. On examining the four photo-copies， which had b色ensent to the wri ter 
by him， the writer regards his Elatocladus sp. to very c10sely resemble Sequoia cf. 
ambigua， which the writer collected from the Goshogahara， outskirts of Katsuyama 
City， Fukui Prefecture. The liparitic rocks of Sugitani is assumed to be closely 
allied lithologically to the Nohi liparitic rocks in the Gifu Prefecture， and the Omo-
dani lipari tic rocks in Fukui Prefecture as well. K. Suja considered the Sugi tani bed to 
belong to the Shiragi series of Southern Korea. The writer， however， isof opinion 
against his， that this plant bed was deposited in the ag邑 ofthe late Cretaceous， 
just like the Sarao bed. 
IV. Systematic Description of the Asuwa Flora. 
In the description of speci巴sthe writer schemed to arrange them in the guided 




Osmunda asuwensis new species 
Pls. IV， figs. 1 (Holotype)， 2 (Enlarged fig. 1)， 7c; V， 2a & 3a; VII， la; IX， 
5a. Text-fig. 7a. 
Description Size of frond unknown， bipinnate. Pinnules a1ternate， oblong同
elliptical on neuropteroid， apex rounded， constricted at base， which is rounded or 
subauriculate， very slightly crenulate in margin， 31 :t 2 mm in length and 17:t 1 mm 
in width near base. Midrib fairly stout， continuous to， or bifurcate at apex ; laterals 
up to 12 pair or more， about 60 degrees to midvein; venetion of the usual Osmunda 
jatonica type. 
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This species was found in "Zuri" at Sarao and Shizuhara. These pinnules are 
always detached， but well preserved in silty rocks; the writer obtained an excellent 
specimen (pl. IV， fig. 1 and Text-fig. 7a). 
It c10sely resembles the sterial pinnule of Osmunda ja.ρonica Thunberg (Ogata， 
M; 1933， CCXL) growing in the eastern and southern Asia， and naturally， itis like 
Osmunda jaρonica fossilis Oishi and Huzioka of the Palaeogene bed in Hokkaido 
(1943: XXXIX， figs. 1-4， 4a，ふ8).
There are some Cretaceous species which have large pinnules， namely， Osmunda 
affinis Lesquer巴ux，Pteris subsimplex Lesquereux， P. erosa Lesquereux， AsPlenium 
hurleyensis Berry and Os明 undaHeeri Gaudin. These American species， except the 
last one， do not resemble Osmunda japonica type. O. affinis belongs to the genus 
Pteris， and P. erosa and P. sub，;imρlex are undoubtedly Pteris; and also Asρlenium 
hurleyensis really belongs to the gelJUS As.ρleniu1匁 Accordingto Brown's report 
¥1936; 52， VIII， figs. 3 & 4)， the last species is synonymous with Asplenium eolig-
niticum Berry (1931 ; 62， VIII， figs 2-4). 
b: Os初undajaponica THUNBERG 
(Nat. size) 
a: Osmunda asuwensis sp. nov. 
(Nat. sie) 
Fig. 7: Correlation of the Os例undaasuwensis sp. nov. and li ving 
speci巴sof Osmunda japonica Thunberg. 
Of Osmunda Heeri， here gave illustrations in two places of his work “Flora 
fossilis arctica"， namely， in 1868， Bd. 1; pl. 1， figs. 6-11， and in 1878， Bd. V; pl. 
XIV， fig!'.'. 10-¥3: these illustrations appear to the writer to be ofa type very c10sely 
resembling Osmunda jaρonica. Asp!enium (Diplazium) sρectabile Heer (1877c; 96・97，
XXI， figs. 1-2)， as described by Heer， has a shape very similar shapeto that of O. 
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japonica occurred in the Jurassic bed of the upper Amur. Heer， in 1877， descri bed 
this as follows : 
A speciosum，ρinnis magnis， Pinnulis basi contiguis， late lanceolatis， tota basi 
adnatis， 12 mm latis， integerrimis， nervo medio recto， nervis secundariis dichotomis 
sub angulo acute egredientibus. 
However， this Heer's species seems to be somewhat smaller than the new species 
in point of length and width. 
If this new species had been found in the Permo-Caboniferous formation， it 
Inight posssibly have been referred to some species of Neuropteris， as， for巴xample，
N. coriacea (Ettingshausen) Ettingshausen (1852b; I， fig. 4) and N. Kosmanni Go-
than (1915; 237， fig. 5) ; and if it occurr巴din the Rhaetic flora， it could have been 
identified with Chladoρhlebis bitschuensis Oishi from Nariwa district in Japan (1932; 
284， XXV， fig. 1)**キ****
Further， ifthis new species had been discovered in the Jurassic formation， it 
might have been referred to A，s:ρlenium (Diplazium) sρectabile Heer， found in the 
upper reachers of the Amur (Heer: 1877; 96司97，XXI， figs. 1 and 2). His description 
is as follows : 
Asρeciosum pinnis magnis， 12 mill. latis， integerrimis， nervo medio recto， nervis 
secundariis dichotomis sub angulo acute egredientibus. 
Heer's species is a litt1e narrower than the new species. 
If this new species had been yielded from the lower Cretaceous layer at Yuasa， 
Wakayama Prefecture， itwould have be巴nreferred to Pteris (?) sp. (Yokoyama， 
M: 1891; 216， XXI， fig. 6 & 7， but XX， fig. 9 is other species). But the pinnules of 
the new species are broader and long巴r.Again， ifthis new species is occurred in the 
Tertiary formation， itwould naturally have been regarded Osmunda jゆonicafossilis， 
or some other species of O. ja.ρonica type existing in the world， such as O. Heeri 
Gaudin (Heer: 1895; CXLIII， figs. 1 & 11) in Swiss， O. doroschkiana Hollick (1936 ; 
40， 1， fig. 1 and CIX， fig. 7) in Alaska， O. Torelli Heer (1878; XJV， figs. 10・13)in 
Sakhalin， O. macroPhylla Penhallow (Bell: 1949; 38， XXV， figs. 1， 3 & 4: especially， 
fig. 3 very closely resembles) from Alberta in Canada and Pteris parschlungana 
Ludwig (1859幽61; 66， XI， figs. 3， 4 & 4a) from Munzenberg in Germany. 
On the Osmunda Heeri of the Miocene age in Swiss， Heer wrote in his work as 
follows: 
“Ahnlich der Osmunda regalis Linn己， die Fiederchen sind aber viel kurz巴r，ver-
altnissmassig breiter und vom viel weniger verschalert. In der Nervation stimmt 
die fossile Ar 
******* This species was considered a synonym of Clado"ρ'hlebis gigantea by F'an (1936; 17， VI， VII， 
figs. 1-8; VIII， figs. a & 2)， but his speci巴sis a litle smaller than Oishi' s species. 
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figured by Ludwig， was justifiεd by the wri ter to regard as the pinnulets of Os-
munda jゆonicatype. 
On Osmunda doroschkiana Goppert from the Tertiary in Alaska， Hollick remark-
ed as follows : 
“E 阿南 There seems to be little doubt that this species is known under several 
different names. As one example in this connection may be cited Osmunda strozzi 
G旦udin(1862) from the Miocene of Italy， which appears to be specifically identical 
with it; and H巴er(1868) suggests its possible identity with Osmunda heeri Gaudin， 
from the Miocene of the Older World旦ndthe Eoc巴n巴 ofGγeenland. Spεcimens r邑『
ferred to Osmunda torelli (Heer) Heer by Lesquereux by W. H. Dall at Coal Harbor， 
Unga Island， are undoubt巴dlyidentical with Osmunda doroschkiana; but whether or 
not Lesquereux's referenc巴 ofthe specimens to H2er's species was justified may， 
perhaps be regarded as an open question." 
Osmunda macroPhylla Penhallow from the Paskapopo formation in Canad旦， figured 
by Bell， does not accord with Penhallow's original description， but is to b巴 referred
to Osmunda doroschkiana在日 has been suggest巴dby B巴1himself. 
All the above m巳ntionedTertiary sp色ciesof Osrnunda are referable to the Recent 
species O. regalis， which is identical with O. うonicα，and naturally， these closely 
rεsemble the new Japanese Cr巴taceousspecies. 
Occurrence: S旦r旦oBed. 
Localitiεs: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
Holotype : GKZ12225 (occurrence in Sarao). 
Pteris a sp. 
Pl. IV， fig. 3a. 
Description: A single detached pinnule， lanceolate in shape， but apex and base 
lacking， 42 mm in length旦nd15 mm in maximum width， and gradually narrow to聞
wards the base. Medial nerve only is promin巴nt，lateral nerves divergent， re且ching
the borders at a large angle， generally forking once near bas邑， sometimes forking 
again before reaching margin; and r旦relytwo furcated veins forming旦 group.
This specimen resembles Osmunda macroPhylla Penhallow (Matsuo， H: 1953; 
142， Text-fig. 4) which w乱ssent by S. Endo to our labor且tory in 1950. This O. 
macrolりhyllαwasyielded from the Miocεne bed at Kanay呂ma，Shirakaw針 gun，Fu-
kushima Prefecture. 
On refering to the original paper of Penhallow's species (1908: 65， fig. 15且nd
Bell: 1949; 38， XXIV， fig. 2， XXV， figs. 1，3 & 4)， the writ巴rassur巴dthatitr巴sem岨
bles Osmunda japonica of the Recent species and O. asuwensis. 
But the present specimen is a soft pinnulet， and somewhat larger than that of 
Osmundaceae in generaL So it maybe said with certain confidence that this specト
men belongs to some species of Polypodi旦ceae.
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If there were many specil11ens preserved， or were so:n巴 completepinnules obta-
ined， the writer would have regarded the fossil a new species. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Locality : Shizuhara. 
Reg. No. : GKZ 12046 
Pterisバsp.
Pl. IV， fig. 7b. 
This sp己cieswas discovered by the writer， when he d日scribed the Asu wa Flora 
as fig. 7b in pla te I. He had r巴gardecl to the upper part of a fern of Osmunda 
asuwensis， but this specil11en resel11bles Pteris nitida Hollick (1930; 39， II， fig. 11) 
of the upper Cretaceous species in Alaska. 
From the note of Hollick (1930 39) a paragraph about th色 Alaskaulaterial is 
quoted as follows : 
“This fern was apparently smooth and thick in texture wi th a relati vely close 
or cOl11pact habit of growth. The nervation is rath巴robscurely difined， but ap-
parently the veinlets were r巴ticulatealong and in connεction with the l11ain rachis 
of the frond ancl the midribs of the pinnae." 
Then， the Asuwa material shows a thick pinnulet， and is somewhat larger than 
that of Alaska material in general. So it may be consiclerecl S0l11e species of Poly-
pocliaceae， however， the writer regarcls it as clifferent species from th巴 abovemen-
tioned one namecl Pterisαsp. 
Occurrence. Sarao B巴d.
Locality: Shizuhara. 
Reg. No. GKZ 12044圃
Chladoρhlebis Brongniart 
Chladojうhlebisfrigida (H巴er)Sεward 
Pls. V， fig. 1 ; XX， 2b; XXII， 4. Text-fig省 8a.
1875. Os附undaobergia即日巴er:Flora fosilis arctica; Bd. II， pl.XXVI， fig. 9. 
1882. Pteris frigida Heer: Flora fosilis Gr凸nlandica，Bd. 1， p.25， pls. VI， fig. 5b; X， figs. 1-4 ; 
XI; XII， fig. 2; XIII， fig. 2; XIV， figs. 1 & 2; XVIII， fig. 10b. 
1917a. Dryoρteris clado)り，hleboidesKnowlton: U.S.Geol. Surv. Prof. pap巴r101， p.284， pl. LIV， 
fig.1. 
1918. Pteris frigida Kryshtofovich: ]ourn. Coll. Sci. Imp. Univ. Tokyo， Vol. XL， Art. 8， pp. 
33-34， fig. 3. 
1926. Pteris frigida Endo: Sci. Rep. Tohoku Imp. Univ. 2nd Ser.， Vol. VII， p.61 (5)雪 pl.XVII 
(VII)， figs. 20 & 23. 
1926. Cladoρhlebis frigida Seward: Phil. Roy. Soc. London， Ser. B. p. 87-88. 
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19300 Cladophlebis septentrionalis Hollick: U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 159， pp. 39-40， pl.I， 
figs. 1-3. 
1956. C. frigida Baikovskaja: Palaeobotanica，Vol， I， pL I， figs. 5 & 7. 
Description: Size and shape of frond unknown; pinnae linear lanceolate; pin-
nules altern且te，triangularly falcate; sometimes acute， 12:t 2 mm in length， 5土 I
mm in width near the base， sometimes finely serrate in margin; midveins obscured; 
rateral v巴insonce forked. 
、
a ChladoPhlebis frigida (HEER) Seward 
(x 2) 
b Chladolうhlebisgronlandica (HEER) 
( x2.5) 
Fig. 8 Chladophlebis frigida (Heer) Seward 
and Co granlandica (Heer) from 
the Asuwa Flora. 
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This species is scarce in “Zuri" at Sarao and Shizuhara， anc1 specimens are 
always fragmentary， but the writer could collect some large pinn配 (apexand 
base lackecl) referable to Pteris frigida Kryshtohovich (1918)， which ocurrec1 in the 
late Cretaceous becl in Northern Sakhalin. 
Of the original clescription of this spεcies， Pteris frigida Heer， figs. 5a anc1 10， 
Pl. XI， very closely resemble the writer's species; H巴erclealt wi th the mat己rials
from the Atan巴 anclKome becls of Igcllokunguak in Greenlanc1. He regarclecl th巴 fern
to be T巴rtiary，bu t true ag巳 isnot yet well known. H巴er's clcscription reac1s as 
follows: 
P. fronde biρinnaia，ρinnis eloηgatis， ajうlうrOJCimatis，1りrofunaepinnati町tartitis;
Iうinnuliscontiquis， obliquis， fere usque ad basi distinctis， SU)うerioribussubtriangul (t-
ribus， arcuatis， reliquis lanceolalis， subinde elongatolanceolatis， aρice accuminatis， 
atice vel toto margine subtilissime denticulatis; nervo medio recto vel subarcuato， 
nervillis basi furcatis， angulo acutisculo egredientibus， subρarallelis. 
Its pi nnules are clescri becl to be 7四38mm in length ancl 6-9 mm in width. 
Accorcling to Sewarcl in 1926 (pp. 87-88)， he consiclerecl Pteris frigida as a syno-
nym of Cladolりhlebisdenticulaia in 1900， but in r巴visionhe namecl C. frigida; the 
reason is as follows : 
“-After examining many of Heer's specimens ancl others subsequently collectecl 
1 am not convincecl that any cl巴乱rlyclifferences can b巴 recognized. Th巴 a verage si ze 
of thεpinnul己sof the Gre己nlanclexamples is rathεr larger than in the common Jurassic 
sp己cies，ancl anoth巴rmore cogent reason for th巴 retentionof the specific narne 
frigida is the clifference is gεological age b己tweeロ theArctic ancl European Ferns. 
The typ巴 specim:cnof Osmunda Obergiana at Stockholm is， 1 think， a piece of Clado-
Jりhlebisfrigida， ancl some of the specimens referrecl by Heer to Pteris albertsμ 
(Dunk.) may b巴 smallforms of C. frigida. It is at least certain that fronds agree-
cling generally wi th th巴 Jurassictype， Lower Cretaceous， ancl even in RhaetIc 
floras. Wi th few exc己ptionswe know nothing of their soral ch日racters it is ir:n-
possible to givεexpression by any satisfactory definitions to one's belief that in 
Brongniart's clesingnation are incluclecl several species ancl， pε了haps，more than one 
generic type 
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Chladolうhle品isgronlandica (Heer) 
Pls. IV， 3b， 4， 5， 8a; V， 2b， 4， 5; IX， 7且. Textイ19.8b 
1882. Pteris ligata Heer: Flora fosilis arctica， Bd. VI， pl.XVI， fig. 3. 
1883. P. granlandica Heer: Ibid. Bd. VII， pL LXX， figs， 1-5. 
1949. Chladoth!ョうisgroenlandica Bell: Bul. Canada Geol. Surv. No. 13 p. 38， pL XXVI， fig. 2. 
Description: Size and shape of frond unknown; pinnule tripinnate and linear回
lanceolat巴 pinnulesalternate， lanceola t巴旦ndsometimes acute fine serration in 
margin， 10 mm in length and 3.5 mm in width near the base. Midrib， fairly stout 
and bifurcate at ap巴x;laterals up to 6 pairs or more， about 45 degrees to midvein， 
veins usually fork once， sometimes twice， near the base. 
These specimens found in “Zuri" at Sarao and Shizuhara are fr乱gmentaryremains 
and the writer referred them to CladoPhlebis goenlandica Bell (1949)， which occurred 
in the Paleocene b己dsof Southwestern Canada. It was described at first by H巴erin 
1883 under the name Pteris gronlandica. 
The specim:=n GKZ 12190 in this paper resembles Pteris (?) Albertsii Heer (1882 ; 
XVI， 5 & 6; XXVIII， 1 -3， XLVI， 22-24) which was discovered by Heer旦tAtane-
kerdluk in Greenland. He referred it to the Wealden species Neuropteris Albertsii 
which was described by Dunker. P. Al品ertsii'spinnul巴sare ふ12mm in length and 
4 -5 mm in width. His description of this species is very comprehensive as， follows : 
Pt. fronde biti抑制tarhachi tenui， striata， pinis alternantibus， late Nnearibus， 
tirmati ectis， pinnulis patentibus， ovatolanceolatis， leniter falcatis， aJうiceacutis， integer幽
rimis; nervis Jうrimariisexcurrentibus， secundariis angulo acuto egredientibus， furcatis。
Occurrence: Sar丘oBed. 
Localities: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
Reg. No. GKZ 12203 (occurrence in Sarao)。
Chladolうhlebissp. 
(cf. Dryojうterissp. ?) 
Pls. IV， fig.6 XX ，2b. 
Description: Size and shape of frond unknown; pinnae bipinnate ?， pinnules 
alternately， somewhat acute in shape; 8 mm in length and 5 mm in width near the 
base. Midrib stout and non-furcate at apεx; laterals up to 5 pairs or more， about 60 
degrees to midvein， veins fork once at middle part. 
Most of the specimens fragmentarily preserved. The general form， and the size 
of the pinnule are characteristically shown in GKZ 11898; details of the venation 
arεseen in the same specimen. 
There is no positive evidence for refering this species to the genus Dryopteris 
which is growing in temperate zone， except a general resemblance in shape，size， and 
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ven且tionof pinnules. However， this genus may be considered to hav巴 grownaround 
the present region in the Cretaceous age. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed & omichidani Bed (Ohara Bed). 
Localities: Sarao & Goshogahara. 
Reg. No. GKZ 11898 (occurrenc巴 inSarao). 
Incertae Sedical Matter 
Sagenopteris ? sp. 
Pl. XXII， fig. 8. 
Description: Incomplete leaflet， 26.5 mm in length and 29 mm in width， perfect-
shape not represented; palmate or spatulate form， nearly symmetrical; terminal-lobe 
obtuse， and oblanceolate lateral-lobes; median nerves radiate from the base， areola-
tion rough ne旦rthe mid-rib but margin fine， lookings like the characteristic sageno-
pteroid nervation， forming numerous crushed hexagonals and pentagonals. 
These several specimens were found by the writer at Sugo in 1955; the largest 
specimen among them contains som巴 fragmentedspecimens and one imperfect leaflet. 
The areolation of these leaflets resembl巴 thatof some Chirojうteriscolρodes Harris 
(1940; 250同256，Text四 figs.1 (p. 253)， 2 (p. 255) & 6 E-H (p. 262)) of the early late 
Mesozoic fern ? from the Oolite of Yorkshire and some of the living genus Ophio-
glossaceae. 
But it is not certain if this Asuwa species is a fern or a dicotyledonean leaf. 
So， the writer considers one of an aquatic fern as named Sagenoρteris sp. 
Occurrence : Sarao Bed. 
Locali ty: Sugo. 




Th巴reis some doubts as to the name Nilssonia， as Know 1ton (1907 123， and 
1910b: 44 & 48， etc.) used Nilsonia with a single s. However， the writer follows 
Nathorst (1909: 3) who remarked as follows: 
“Brongniart schreibt allerdings Nilsonia， da aber Nilsson seinen Name mit zwei 
S schreib， muss es Nilssonia heissen， und zwar um so mehr， weil ander巴 schwedische
Familien ihren Namen Nilson schreiben. Hisinger (1837， 1840， 1841) wie auch Germar 
(1847)， Schenck (1867) und Schimper (1869) haben ganz richtig Nilssonia geschrie-
ben." 
Nilssonia is a genus of Cycadales of the Mesozoic age， and distribu ted巴very-
where in the world， and its anatomical study has been published by a few botanists. 
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Among them， Stopes (1910: 389-393) carriεd out an anatomical work of Nilssonia 
orientalis Heer in a nodule of the Cretaceous bed in Hokkaido， Japan. She noted呂S
follows : 
“国恒 The internal anatomy of its foliage is now discovered， and has the features 
described above， which丘rec1ear1y Gymnospεrmic rather than fern-like. They are， 
moreover， quite of the type that one might hold to be primitively Cycadean." (in 
p. 393). 
Besides， Harris (l932a: 40~41) who described the Rhaetic flora from Scoresby 
Sound in east Greenland， studied the anatomy of Nilssonia， and recognized many 
interesting characters. His note is quoted here : 
ヘー λfilssoniaappe乳rsto be a natural genus; its most marked character being the 
insertion of the lamina on the top edge of the rachis. The cuticule and venation旦re
also rather charact巴ristic. The species are hard to determine being apparently PQly-
morphic and grading into one another. --- 1 regard each of these types which 
char旦cterIsesa particular bed or group of bed as a “Species". These species are 
distinguished by the shape乱nddivision of the lamina; the ¥ower cutic1e and 
the resin bodies contain巴din the substance of the leaf. --The shape of the leョfas 
且 wholeappears to be too uniform to be of much use乱sa specific character， in all 
species where it is known， the leaf tapers to the base司ndhas an obtuse apεx. The 
dimentions 帽 E 羽rhena fairly large number of specimens are av呂ilabJe同国 are， how-
ever， useful. 
The dissection the lamina. The lamina is sometimes less dissected at the base 
than it is higher up where it s巴emsremark旦blyconstant in many species at least 
--there may even be differences between the two sides of a leaL 
The resin bodies. 司 h在vefound no variation in the resin within th巴 limits of 
these species， but well marl王eddifferences betw目 nthe species. In addition to de-
finite resin bodies， the interior of the leaf of Nilssonia yields， on maceration， a 
good deal of resistant materiaL This is in the form of irregular plates sometimes 
appearing like fragments of cell walls. This material is met in all the species 
examined. 
The cuticle. 1 have found no fe抗urでscharacteristic of indi vidual species in the 
upper cuticle. ---1n many le旦vescertain cells of the upper cuticle are smaller and 
more or less distort吋 suchcell may appear in large p呂tchesフ theircuticle may be 
thicker or thinner than that of other cells. These cells are no 
age) 
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Q， Five species of the Nilssonia from the Asuwa Flora. 
Fig. ';1 
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The affinities of Nilssonia. 一回Itscutic1e is of the unspecialised Gymnosperm 
type agreeing with that of th巴 Cyc旦ds，but not characteristic of this group; it is 
distinct from the specialised type of the Bennetti tales. 阿南国"
However， the writer could not try an anatomical study of the species of the 
Asuw旦 flora，becausεall these specimens are so poorly preserved as not to allow iL 
But the wri ter tries to distinguish these impr巴ssionsinto five species by the moト
phological features observ巴d，as shown in the n巴xttable-4 (see also text-fig. 9). 
(a) 
Table. 4; Morphological Features of Five species of the genus 
Nilssonia of the Asuwa Flora. 
Species ト山地rginI Apex Base 
I Soatulate I ~orie珂talis νIRounded nock I Symm巴tory.entired rarelv I ".~~U~~~ U~." 
Veins in 
number 
par 1 cm. 
25-35 A印 mi-
Heer segme.nted rounded I nated fine 
sometimes 
undulating 
(b) N. glosゆ rmis 1 Libbon or Rounded 1 Symmetory. 13山 Right
(c) N. 
lanceolated 14|truncat巴d I angle fine sp. nov. somenmes 
segmented 
orbiculata I Oblong-elliptical I Orbiculated I Symmetory. 18-21 Right 
iso!ated l||someroundedlanzle∞arse sp. nov. I head part ~~...~. ~~U~~~ I 
incisoserrate 
(d) 爪 serotina I R ∞nded- Tn日M山印悶叫u田皿削叩1江m則Iれ凹悶l児Cα凶旦託te吋dn叫 ! Asym江氾咽I紅凶I口I
I t凶ri巾a加ng引ul加a紅r 叫 htangle 
H色白r I segmented 
incisoserrate 
(e) Nilssonia asuwensis Cut-shap吋 ITruncated I Symmetory. I 12-18 Nearly 
spnOV12322t||cutoff sMP巴 ldght叫 le
rachis 
Nevertheless， the writer tried the Wa1ton-preparation (Gothan et Weyland・
1954; pp園 20-21，fig. 5) and Maceration-method to these leaves of five Nilssonia 
spp目， but he could not separate these characteristic epidemis-c巴1s. However， he 
should complete this study in near future. 
**キ*料同 ThesefigUfes correspond to those in the text-fig. 9. 
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Nilssonia orientalis Heer 
pls. IV， 7a; V， 2c， 3b; VI， 5b; VII， 3， 5a; XI， 3a; 
XII， 1a. Text-fig. 9a 
1878. Nilssonia orientalis Heer: Flora fossi1is arctica， Bd.V， p.18， p1.IV， figs.5-9. 
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1889. N. orientalis Yokoyama: Journ. Col1. Sci. Imp. Tokyo Univ. Vo1. II， Pt. 1， p.40， 
p1. XIV， figs. 4-9. 
1905. N. orientalis Font酒.inin Ward: U. S. Geo1. Surv. Monogr. Vo1. XLVIII， p.90， p1. 
XVI， figs. 3-9; p. 92， p1.XVI， figs. 10-13. 
1905. N. 01旬ztalisYabe: Journ. Col. Sci. Imp. Univ. Tokyo， Vo1. XX， Art. 8， p.13， p1. 
II， figs. 1-5. 
1905. N. sp. Yabe: Op. cit. p. 14， pl， II， Fig. 6. 
1907. N. ori仰 talisSeward: Geo1. Mag. n. s. Vo1. IV， p.12， p1.I， fig. 21. 
1910. N. orientalis Stopes: Ann. Bot. Vo1. XXIV， p.390-393， p1.XXVI， figs. 1-4. 
1911. N. orientalis Thomas: Jurassic Flora， Knamenka， Isium. p. 86， p1.VII， fig. 1. 
1914. N. orientalis Gothan: Sonder.-Abh. Naturist. Gese1. Nurnberg. Bd.IV， p.41， p1.XXIV. 
1925. N. cf. orientalis Endo: Sci. Rep. Tohoku Imp. Univ. 2nd Ser. Vo1. VII， p.9， p1.IV， 
figs. 12， 16， 18& 19. 
1925. N. cf..]o加:strupiEndo: Op. cit.， p.10， p1.VI， figs. 5-20. 
1929. N. orientalis Tateiwa.: Geo1. Surv. Korea fig. 3. 
1930. N. yukonensis Hollick: U. S. Geo1. Surv. Prof. Paper 159， p.42 pls. IU， figs. 1-7a， 
VII， fig. 4. 
1932. N. orientalis Oishi: Journ. Fac. Sci. Hokkaido Imp. Univ. Ser. IV， Vo1. 1， p.336， 
p1. XXVII， figs. 5 & 6; XXVIII， figs. 1 & 2. 
1940. N. orientalis Oishi: Op. cit.， Vo1. V， nos. 2-4， p.307， p1.XXVI， figs. 1-5. 
1932a. N. orientalis Harris: Medd. on G1>nland Bd. 85. p. 40-41. 
1956. N. yukonensis Baikovskaja: Palaeobotanica Bd. II， p1.IV， figs. 2 & 4. 
This species is common throughout the Mesozoic age in the world. The original 
description of Heer (1878: 18)， reads as follows: 
“N. foliis integris vel vario modo incisis， nervis numerosissimis， subtilissimis， 
constulus omnino obsoletis." 
This description does not show the shape of apex and base of N. orientalis 
which Heer collected from the Jurassic layer of Siberia. 
However， the late Prof. M. Yokoyama (1889: 40司41)and Dr. H. Yabe (1905: 13・
14) described the shap巴 ofthe apex and the base of this species yielded in the 
Jurassic layer of the HokurHωdistrict and Southern Korea， respectively. 
Yokoyama's description is: 
“Leaf entir巴 orrarely segmented， truncated at apex， rounded at base， veins 
fine， dense， slightly curv巴dand directed forwards"， while Yabe's is: “Frond longly 
oval， entire， truncated at the apex and attenuated gradually below. Veins fine， 
dense， 3-4 in the space of 1 mm; slightly curved and directed forward; especially 
near the apex 
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“団崎 λT. orientalis seems to display a considerable variation in the size of frond 
and the number of nerves in a unit distance， The frond is as a whole， however， 
obovate or long and narrow， and incre旦sesin breadth gradually from the base up-
wards and contracts abruptly to the rounded apex， where it is sometimes notch-
ed.--" 
Thus， itwas pointed out by Oishi that the Japanese species of the upper Jurassic 
and the Cretaceous N. orienlalis includes many variaties in regard to the shape of 
fronds. 
Above mentioned three description of N. orientalis except that of Heer coincide 
on the main points. Combining these the wri ter t1'ies呂 comp1'eh巴nsive defini tion of 
the speciεs. 
Le旦foval-Ianceolated， petiolate， enti日 orra1'ely segmented， 5-15 cm in length 
and 2-5 cm in width commonly; the rounded nod王shape at apεx， 1'ounded at base ; 
veins cover the upp巴rsu1'face of the rachis， simple， fine， parallel， dense， 25-35 in 
thεspace of 1 cm; in th己 basaland upper parts slightly curvεd upwards. especially 
near the apex acutely curved， In the middle p旦rt the rachis nearlyョta right 
angle。
Seward (1910: 575-576) rema1'ks on this species as follows:“1n this Jurassic and 
Lower Cretaceous species， found on material from. Jurassic 1'ocks in Siberia， the 
lamina is generally entire固 Thefronds exhibit a wide range in size and shape; they 
may have the form of vε1'y narrow linear leaves barely cm ac1'oss or may 1'each a 
breadth of nearly 10 cm. The leaves f1'om th巴MiddleJurassic of British st1'ata named 
by. N. lenuinervis are probably identical with Hεe1"s type， and N. JohnstruJうiHee1' 
(1882:B， pl. VI) f1'om the Lower C1'etac巴ousof Greenland may also bεreferred to 
N. orientalis. Velenovsky's Lowe1' Cr巴taceousNふohemicafr唱omEurope and Yokoya-
ma's N. ozoana from Japan旦1'eother examples of fronds which may be identical 
with N. orientalis." 
The writer do巴snot mean to say th乱tNathorst's N. tenuinervis and Velenovsky's 
N.品ohemicaa1'e synonyms of N. orientalis， but he is quite sure that Heer's N. 
Johnstrupi and Yokoyama's N. ozoana are diffe1'ent from N， orientalis. The former 
is narrower and more elongate linear than N. orientalis，乱nd 1'esembles the new 
species N. glossoformis providεd that i t isround shaped 旦t旦pex; while the 1司tter
1'esembles the dwarf form of N. glossoformis. 
Thεse specimens are known only as impressions， but， M. C. Stopes (1910: 389-
393) described anatomical nature of N.orientalis which was found in a nodule of the 
upper C1'etaceous in Hokkaido， and he1' conclusion is as follows : 
ヘー The intern旦1anatomy of its foliage is now discovered， and has the features 
described above， which註reclearly Gymnospermic rathεl' than fern-like. They旦re，
moreove1'， quite of the type th旦tone might ho 
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ed is all what can be known at presentabout N. orientalis. 
Occurrnce: Sarao Bed. 
Loca1i ties: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
Reg. No.: GKZ 12241 (occurrence in Shizuhara). 
Nilssonia serotina Heer 
Pls. VI， figs. 4， 5a; VII， 2a; IX， 6a. Text-fig. 9d. 
1878. Nlisonia serotina Heer: Flora fosilis arctica; Bd. V， p.19， p1.I， figs. 1-5. 
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1925. N. seroti即 Endo:Sci. Rep. Tohoku Imp. Univ. 2nd Ser. Vo1. VII， p.8， pl. VI， figs. 
1， 3， 6， 7， 10& 17. 
1927. N. 
1930. N. 
serotina. Yabe: Jap. Journ. Geol. & Geogr. Vo1. V， No. 4， pl.VI， fig.3. 
serotina Hollick: U. S. Geo1. Surv. Prof. Paper 159， p.43， pls. IV， figs. 1-7; V. 
figs. 1-5a; VII， figs. 6a， 6b， 10a; XXIX， figs. 3b， 5a; XXX， figs. 2a & 3b. 
1940. N. serotina Oishi: Journ. Fac. Sci. Hokkaido Univ. Ser. IV， Vol. V， Nos. 2-4， p. 
315-316， p1.XXV， figs. 1 & 2. 
1949. N. serotina Bel1: Canada Geol. Surv. No. 13， p.42， pls. 1， figs. 5 & 7 (non) ; IV， 
fig. 4 (non). 
1949. N. sp. Bel1: Op. cit. p. 42， pl.IV， fig. 3. 
1956. N. serotina Baikovskaja: Palaeobotanica Bd. II， pls. II， fig. 6， IV. figs. 5. 
1957. N. serotina Bel1 : Canada Geo1. Surv. M巴m.293， p.28， fig. 1. 
This species is widely distributed in the upper Cretaceous sediments of the 
circumpacific coastal regions， and of especial importance is that it， occurs in Sa-
khalin， Hokkaido， Alaska and Western Canada. From the original note of Heer 
(1878: 19) a Sakhalin paragraph about the material is quoted as follows : 
“N. foliis elongatis， margine subparallelis，ρedalibus，ρinnatisectis segmentis 
patentissimis， tlanis valde inaequalibus， latitudine brevioribus， mediis alりicetrans-
vermis truncatis， ceteris oblique truncatis， nervis simtlicibus， subtilibus， numerosis， 
tarallelis." 
The writer finds out that it greatly resembles N. nilぅρonensisYokoyama (1889 
III， pls. VI， figs. 2-7， 8a; XII， fig. 6; XIII， fig. 1) from the Jurassic Tetori flora 
of the Hokuriku district. But the writer regards that N. nipρonensis has narrow， 
irregular， acuminate and incised segments in contrast to N. serotina of which the 
shape of segments show the similar character but are apically rounded， sometimes 
opposi t on axis. 
Description: Leaf rounded triangularly segmented， 10:t 3 cm in 1巴ngthand 2土 1
cm in width; truncated nock at apex， veins simple， fine， parallel， 20土3in a space 
of 1 cm， slight1y curved upwards. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Localities: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
Reg. No. : GKZ 12230 (occurr巴ncein Shizuhara). 
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Nilssonia orbiculata new species 
Pls. VII， 1b (Holotype) ; IX， 5b， 7b; XIX， 1b. T色Xトfig9C. 
Description: Leaf simple， petiolate， oblong elliptical in shape， apical portion 
constricted off as an orbicular segment， slightly depressed at top， showing in ouト
line a head of“Zizo" (旦 guardiandeity of children in Japan) and margin entire 
except head part， sometimes segmented; rounded 旦tbase; rachis stright， lateral 
veins making angle of nearly right angle with the rachis， simple， p註rallel， 18土 3
in a space of 1 cm. 
This speceis resembles Newberry's N. Gibbsii (Newberry) Hollick (edited by 
A. Hollick in 1898; 16， XV， figs. 2 and 2a)， of which one specimen was found by 
George Gibbs from the Cretaceous strata of Orcas Island， Washington in 1858， 
呂nddescribed by Newberry as Taenioρteris G泊五si in 1863. Newberry regarded this 
species to be synonymous with N. JohnstrulうiHeer (1882; 44， VI，ト6). Thus， 
th巴reare some complecations; he remarked as follows : 
ヘ-From the charader of the nervation and the entire margins it was supposed 
to be a fern， but Prof. Heer has since obtainεd a number of sp巴cimensof the same 
plant from the Upper Cretaceous strata of Gre色nland，which seem to prove that it 
is the leaf of a cycad. (1882: FL foss. arct. VI， Abth. II， p. 44， pl. VI， figs. 1-6)。
He has named his plant Nilssonia Johnstrゆi，but the specific name given by me 
has priority. --司"
Nevertheless， he noticed th呂tN. Gibbsii is a useful key to establish a gε0・
logical parallelism， as follows : 
“--By this plant and a few others th邑 Vancouverand Orcas Island Beds are 
connected with those of Atane， Greenland， and many common species correlate the 
Atane beds with Amboy Clays of New Jersey." 
When describing N. Gibbsii from the Colgate Member of the Fox Hills Sand-
stone， R. W. Brown (1937b: 245， pls. XLIX， figs. 5 & 6; LII， fig. 6b) remarked on 
Hollick's N. yukonensis， as follows: “Hollick distinguished Nilssonia yukonensis 
from N. gihbsii chiefly by the fact that his specimens had what he thought was 
an apical sinus. A reexamination of the specimens having this supposed sinus shows 
that the sinus is merely the resu1t of damege to the tip of the leaf. It appears， 
therefore， that all the forms hεre synonymiz邑dprobably represent a single Upper 
Cretaceous species.ヲ
Howevεr， accrding to Oishi's opinion (1940; p固 309)，日ollick'sN. yukonensis is 
very close to N. orientalis， diff巴ringonly in the latεral nervation being coarse. 
In any case， this new species has such a characteristic shape of its head part， 
that it is named N. orbiculata. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Locali ties: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
Holotype: GKZ12217 (occurrence in Shizuhara)。
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Nilssonia glossoformis new spcies 
Pls. V， 3c; VII， 1c; VIII， 1， 2 (Holotype)， 3; XI， 2; 
XIII， 3a; XVI， 1a， b; XVIII， 3a. Text-fig. 9b. 
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Description: Leaf simple， petiolate， lanceolate， tongue-like or spatular in shape， 
15土 3cm in length and 3土1cm in width at head p乱rt，rounded at apex， margin 
entire， smooth sometimes segmented， attenuated gradually below; lateral veins fine， 
dense， but are not count巴dbecame of unfavor旦blefossilization. 
This species occurred in the tuffaceous grey blue medium sandstone in the“Zuri" 
at the Sarao closed mine， where the writer and S. Kida were fortunate to hav巴 an
opportunity of discovering the Asuwa Flora in 1952. 
This species resembles a Cordaites leaf in its outline which form， the writer 
has nev巴rseen in th巴 leavesof Nilssonia. Thus， the new name N. glossoformis is 
given to it denoting its characteristic leaf shape. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Localities: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
Holotype: GKZ 12051 (occurrence in Sarao) 
Nilssonia asuωensis new species 
Pls.IV， 8b; VI， 1a， 2， 3 (Holotype) ; VII， 4; IX， 1，2，3; 
XV， 1b; XVI， 1c; XIX， 4旦. Text-fig. ge. 
Description: Leaf simple， petiolate， rectangular 在日 a whole， divided into seg-
ments with“cut-shaped" lateral margins， 12士3cm in length and 3土 1cm in width ; 
lateral veins distinct， slightly curved upwards and coarse， 15士 3in a space of 1 
cm. 
This species showscharacteristic cut-shaped segment， and to the writer such 
a species like this has not been known. The species with separated cut-shaped seg-
ments exist in the Upp巴rJurassic and Lower Cretaceous in Japan. Oishi described 
N. densinerve (Fontain) Berry (1940: 300-301， XXIV， figs. 2-4). But in his sp巴cies
each segment has a rounded margin while the new species has separated and cut-
shaped ones. 
Occurrence: S乱raoBed. 
Localities: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
Holotype: GKZ 12226 (occurrence in Shizuhara). 
Dioon ? sp. 
P1. X， figs. 1 & 2 . 
Description: Size of frond not measured， form of rachis unknown， opposi te 
segments touching， linear， 45:!: 5 mm in length and 4. 5土 0.5mm in width at 
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rounded at apex and slightly expanded at base， nervation parallel， uniform， 
apparently 5 -6 nerves to each of the segrnents， nervation not covering rachis. 
Th巴sespeClrnεns乱refound in the “Zuri" in Shizuhara and in Sarao closed rnines， 
and a11 of the specim巴nsrepresent but half parts of fronds. Specific identification 
is not possible。
But there is a species frorn Sakhalin which was figured by Baikovskaja (1956 : 
p1. IV， fig. 1) as N. sachalinensis Kryshtofovich et Baikovskaja. It is a type very 
close to Dioon? sp. of the wri ter， differing only in the possession of nervation咽 The
latter shows乱 non-coveredrachis， which is a v巴ryimportant characteristic of featur今e
in Nilssonia. 
Whole sIze of this species is unknown， and its being乱 Dioonis doubtful， but it 
Is so f呂rcertain that i t isa cyc乱daceanfrond. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Locali ties: Shizuhar旦 andSarao. 
Reg. No. GKZ 12198 (occurrenc巴 inShizuh乱r旦). 
Zamites sp. 
Pl XXIV， fig. 6. 
1957. Zamites sp. Bell: Geol. Surv. Canada， mem. 293， p.29， pl.XII， fig. 6. 
Many unattached pinnae wεre discoverεd frorn the “Zuri" in Shizuhara closed 
mine. The individual pinn旦 islanceolate in shape， varying in length frorn 4 to 6 
crn， in width 5 to 9 mm. The veins are generally obscure， but where seen there 
are 8士 2in a space of cm. 
This specimen resembles Bell' s Zamites sp. (1957: 29) which he described as 
follows: 
“A few， rather poorly preserved， unattached pinnae are considered referable to 
Zamites. They are lanceolatε，9 to 12 111m broad and 5 cm and more long， the base 
obscure， seemingly little cOl1stricted; apex narrowly rounded， veins 0.5 to 1 mm 




(Seed of Cycas sp.) 
PL IX fig. 4. 
Description: Obovate in shape， 25土 4rnm in length and 16:1: 2 mm in width 
respectively; pitted at apex and constricted 旦ndtruncated at base; regular three 
longitudinal grooved-costae 011 onε f呂田， converge and anastomose near the apical 
piL 
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A few specimens of this seed species occurred in the “Zuri" of the Sarao closed 
mine in association with Carρolithus s sp. The difference of C. rL sp. and C. s sp. 
is that the former is smaller than the latter in size and has apical pit which un-
known at the apex of s sp. 
Occurrence: Sarao B巴d.
Locality : Sarao. 
Reg. No. GKZ 12195. 
Ginkgoales 
Ginkgoaceae 
Ginkgoites (Seward) Florin emend. nov. 
A few lines will be spent h巴reconcerning the name of “Ginkgo" and the deriva-
tion of “Ginkgoites." Many botanists have discussed about this matter， K. Magdefrau 
(1956: 189-190) described that th巴“Ginkyo"is the right way of spelling as follows 
“Die ubliche Schrei bweise “Ginkgo" geht， wie erstmals 1935 Prof. Tomoeda， 
Berlin， feststellte， auf eine schlecht lesbare Schreibung des Namens zuruck: chines-
isch gin-kyo=Silber岨Aprikose(Naheres siehe A. C. Moule， T' Oung Pao 33， 193-219， 
1937; E. Thommen， Verh. d. naturf. Ges. Basel 60， 77-103， 1949). Nach Artikel 70 
der“Internationalen Regeln der botanischen Nomenklatur" (1935) muss der Name 
rich tiggestell t werden (“Die ursprungliche Schreibung eines Namens ist beizubehal吟
ten， falls es sich nicht um einen Druckfehler oder off巴nbarunbeabsichtigten orthog-
raphischen Irrtum handelt"). Die richtige Schreibweise“Ginkyo" hat vor der falschen 
noch die Vorzuge， dass sie sinnvoll ist， und dass di巴 bisin das neueste Schriftturn 
so hauftige Umstellung von g und k wegfallt; si巴 istneuerdings auch von fuhrenden 
Systematikern (Domke， Lam， Widder) angenomm巴nworden." 
But， as far as A.Engler's Syllabus der Pflanzenイ丘町lilien(1954; Bd. 1， 324) is 
concerned the name of “Ginkgo" should be used: namely，“Den Namen Ginkgo hat 
Linne 1771 as Kampfer's Moen. Exotic (1712) ubernommen. Die philologische begrun-
dete Schrei bweise Ginkyo orden Gingkyo ist unzulassigt !" 
Kampfer's opinion comes next. He used the nam巴“Gikgo"first， wri ting in 1712 
“Ginkgo， vel Ginan vuldo Itjo， Ginko biloba" in Amoentitatum Exoticarum (C. 
R. Thunberg: 1780; Kampferus Ilustretus I， 14). Unfamiliar foreign names are 
supposed to be mis-spelt qui te often chiefly because of unaccustomed pronounciation. 
Thus， it is possible that th巴 “Gi仰nkyo"(侍主銀I艮2杏)was u山mc∞onciouslyturned into “Gin帥kgo骨
or “Ginko 
So far the term “Ginkgo"，凶nthis report i t will be used in accordance wi th the 
O町n培gi凶na叫1nomenclature of the plant. 
Then， the name Ginkgoites was published by Seward (1919: Vol. III， 10-33)， 
w ho descri bed i t particularly as follows : 
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a: Gi招kgobiloba Linne 
b: Ginkgoites 1うseudoadiantoides
(Hollick) Florin 
Fig. 10: Nervation of Ginkgo and Ginkgoites. 
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Ginkgo digitata CJurassic) 
A 
Ginkgo biloba (Recent) 
D 
A， C= Epidermis of the lower side of the leaf， showing stomat巴s.
B， D= Epidermis of the upper side of the same leaf. 
Fig. 11: Epidermis-cells of living and fossil Ginkgo. 
(After M. C. Stopes in 1907， p.380.) 
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Fig. 12: Varieties of the leaves of one Trunk of Ginkgo biloba. (1). 
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Fig. 13: Varieties of the leaves of one Trunk of Ginkgo biloba. (II). 
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“-such leaves as those the Island of Mull and other Tertiary locality referred 
to Ginkgo adiantoides， there can be no doubt as to_genetic identity with the recent 
species and indeed， so far as concerns form and venation， the Eocene leaves might 
well belong to Ginkgo hiloha. On the other hand even in the case of Ginkgo adi-
antoides we lack the confirmatory evidence of flowers and seed. From Welden and 
Jurassic rocks numerous leaves have been described that in some cases are practically 
identical with those of the living species， but for the most part they are charac-
terised by certain features denoting at least a specific difference ---" 
Thus， Seward founded “G1・nkgoites"as the Fossil genus of Ginkgo. 
The writer， therefore， proposes to employ the name Ginkgoites for leaves that 
are believed to belongeither to plants generically identical with Ginkgo or to very 
closely allied types. 
But Florin has a different opinion. He discriminated the fossil species “Ginkgo" 
from “Ginkgoites'¥and did not consider， as Seward did， to use the name Ginkgoites 
merely because the plant was a fossil species. He considered that the difference bet-
ween the two was chiefly in their anatomical characters. Accordingly， GI・nkgoites
had two meanings， form genus and natural genus. His note is quated here (1936 : 
105) : 
“A. Laublatter in der Epidermisstruktur oder sonstigen systematisch wichtigen 
anatomischen Merkmalen mit den jenigen von Ginkgo hilooa L. (rezent) nahe iibe-
reinstmmend.…・ Ginkgo L. 
B. Laubblatter hinsichtlich der Epidermisstruktur oder sonstigen systematisch 
wichtigen anatomischen Merkmale entweder unbekannt oder in irgend einem von 
ihnen starker von Ginkgo hiloha L. (rezent) abweichend.………...・H ・..・H ・.Ginkgoites 
Seward." 
However， on reading Stopes' study on epidermis of Ginkgo digitata yielded from 
Jurassic (1907 : 380.一・ cfrfig. 1 p. 217)， the writer Jound clearly the difference 
between it and the Recent species. That is， the Recent species of Ginkgo hiloha have 
the sinuous cell wall while the G1・nkgodigitata have the smooth cell wall. Thus， 
from their shape of the cell wall， itis known that the Ginkgo digitata is distinct1y 
different from Ginkgo hiloha. Stopes described as follows:“一 Judgingfrom them， 
it seems clear that Ginkgo digitata is specifically distinct from G. hiloha." (1907; 
381). 
S. Oishi studied on Ginkgoites which was yielded from Tertiary of KuZI in Iwate 
Prefecture， and concluded a 
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under his instruction as a research巴rof the Educational Department in Tohoku Uni-
versity， that Ginl?go and Ginkgoites are different in their nervation of the leaves as 
shown in textイig園 10，(p.216) and that the former has two veins that divide at the 
petiole， and frOI11 each are veins parted to cover over the whole lobe， while th.e 
latter has the radial nervation parted directly at the top of p巴tiol巴.
If Ginkgoites is to be distinguish巴dfrOI11 Ginkgo th巴 sil11ilarity of the shape of 
the leaf， itl11ust be remel11bered that the type species of the former is Ginhgo 
pseudoadiantoides as Hollick reported in 1930 from the Upper Cretaceous of Alaska. 
ln 1936， whεn Florin em色ndedSeward's Gin.kgoites， he named it Gingoites tseudoαdi-
antoides. Fro111 what has been said， the writer is sure that “Ginkgo" can be dis-
tinguished from“Ginkgoites" both morphologically and anatol11ically (Text-figs. 10 
& 11). The following tabl←5 summarizes the results : 
Table. 5: Correlation of the Morphological and Anatomical 
Features beteen Ginkgo with Ginkgoites. 
Ginkgo ωt附
T wo lateral vei目scome out of Radiated many once forked 
Form of Nervation petiole and ma町 twiceforked veins come out on the top of 
Shape of Epidemis Cell 
wall. 
veins on two lat巴ralveins. petiole. 
Sinuous cel wall. Smoother cel wal， rectangular 
and polygonal shape. 
According to this table， i t isconsidered that Harris' species of Ginkgoites obovata 
(Nathorst) Seward frOI11 the Rha色ticflora in the East Greenland (1935: 3-6， pls圃 1，
figs. 6， 12四 14;III， figs. 1 & 2 and Text-figs. 1 & 2) belongs to the genus Ginkgoites， 
but the other species G. fimbriata， G. acosma， G. minuta and G. taeniata do not 
belong to it， as they show char呂ctersof the Gεnus Ginkgo 01' Baiera. 
We can hardly distinguish them simply by the shape of their leaves. (cfr. figs. 
12 and 13， p. 218， 219). 
The writer will summerize a report of M. Sakisaka at this place. The Recent 
species “Ginkgo biloba" well grow up in the area where conditions favor for much 
quantity of suction and less quantity of evaporation; but they cannot grow up 
where is too moist (ex. swampy and m乱rshyarea)， and where is too dry (ex. 
windy， seacoast， southward slopes， etc.) The shape of the leaves are diiferent under 
different environments (1958: 130-139). 
* The writer tried the Wa1ton-preparation and Maceration-method to th巴se1日avesof Ginkgoites tseu-
doadiantoides， but he resulted in fail; so he could not observe the characteristic epid巴rmiscel and 
stomata in table-5， because these samples preserved very fine cracked pieces. 
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( 1 )-..The quantity of evapor且tionchanges the shape of 1eaves: small 1回 vesof 
uni-10bed prevail where there is much evaporation while large ones of bilobed are 
formed where there is less巴 Theseenvironments are seen in sunny zones旦ndshady 
zones. Leaves are unilobed-form in sunny zones because there is much evaporation， 
but is zones leaves are bilobed. 
( 2 )日。Thequantity of the transmission of moisture changes thεshape of the 
leaves. Larg巴rleavεs grow up on the 10リ応rbough while smaller ones grow up on 
the upper twigs. 
As above mentioned， the siz己 ofth巴 leavesof the “Ginkgo biloba" vary under 
both ecological呂ndlife conditions. That is， the diff巴rencein the shape and size of 
the leaves gives no clue to their systematic classification (cfr. fig. 12 and 13). 
There are two stocks in Ginkgo， the one which thrived since early M巴sozoicto 
the Recent， the other which grew from lat日 M巴sozoicto early T己rtiary. These two 
stocks differ from each other in the nature of veins and epidemis. 
Ginkgoites (Hollick) Florin 
Pls. IX 6b; X， 3，4; XI， XII 2a， b， 3; XIV 5b ; 
1a， 2， Text問fig.10b 
1885. Gi抑止'galaramiensis. Ward: U. S. Geol. Surv. Sixth Ann. Rep. 
1930. G. pseudoadiandaides Hol!ick : U. S. Geol. Surv. Pro仁 Paper159， pp. 49-50， pls. II， 
fig. 7b; XIII， figs. 8，12; XXVIII， fig 4a. 
1930. G. pseudoadiantoides var.問。!jorHollick: op. oit. p.50 Pl.XIII， fig句 13.
1930. G. minor Hollick op. cit. p. 50 pls. U， fig. 4b; XIII， figs. 1~7; XIX， figs. 6b & 
7b; XXIX， figs. 2c， 4c， 6九
1936. Ginkgoites 1うseudoadiantoidesFlorin: P. 
1956. Ginkgo adiantoibes Baikovskaja: Palaeobotanica， Bd. I， pL XIII， fig. 7. 
1956. G. laramiensis Baikovskaja: op. cit. pl固 IV，figs. 7 & 8; V， fig. 2; VI， fig. 2. 
Description: L巴avesshort-petiolated， with farトlikeand hemispherical blades 
6士 2cm， entire or sometimes lobed. Veins palmately spreading from petiole， well 
defined， fork巴donce at the middle part， sometimes twi問。
Comparing with other described 1εaves， the species is belived to be a synonym of 
Ginkgo l仰 'amiensisW'ard from the Lar呂mieGroup in U. S. America， and G. pseudo-
adiantoides Hollick (1930) from the Cretaceous layers in Alaska， which was 
revised to be a Gi幻kgoitesby FlorIn in 1936。
As above mention巴仁:L two types are distinguished according to the nervation and 
stomata cε11 wall，呂ndthis latter category comprized what should be called Ginkgo回
ites: namely， Ginkgo 1m伊amiensisand G. pseudoαdiantoid<es should be regarded to 
belong to the genus Ginkgoites. 
Occurrence : Sarao Bed. 
Locali ties: Sarao匂 Shizuhar註乱ndT丘nitoge.
Reg. No. :GKZ12196 (occurrence in Sarao). 
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Sequoia cf. sempervirens Endlicher 
PIs. IV， 8c; V， 3d; X， 5; XIV， 1， 2a， 3， 4， 5a， 5c，6; 
XXI， Id，3; XVII， 5; XV， 2; XIX， 1c，2; XXIV， lb. 
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Description: Sterile， ul timate twigs， rather profusely branched at acute angles. 
Leaves旦cicular，sharply pointed， uninerved， nearly straight to falcate， alternate and 
spirally disposed， 1.5土 0.3mm in width at base and 7土2mm in length. Female 
cones， sub.喝globose，14さと3mmin diameter， with distally broad， deeply fringed scales， 
resembling a cone of the Recent species Sequoia senz.ρervirens. 
The sterile foliage resembles the Rec巴ntspecies of Cryρtomeria jaρonica， but 
female cone pl巴sentssimilarlty rather to the Recent species of Sequoia sem1うervirens.
The species is apparently close to CrYlうtmnerialambii Bell (1949: 49， pls. XXIX， 
figs.2 & 4; XXX， fligs. 1，3，4 & 5; XXXI， fig. 4; XXXII，2 & 4) from the Palaeocene 
formation of Canada， differing in th巴 shapeof female cone， however. 
Some of the large cones and needle回 like，curved leaves， figured in plate XX， 
very closely r巴semblethose of Sequoia reichenbachi which occurred in the Cretaceous 
clays in North America and Europe. E. W. Berry， in his “Tree Ancestors"， in 1923， 
r巴marksas follows (p. 49， fig. 7) : 
“--which is known as Sequoia reichenbachi， had cones almost exact1y like those 
of the living California big tree， and the foliage as somewhat similar. It was a 
very wider戸rangingform both in this country and Europe， and is considered to have 
been in the Cretaceous of the Atlantic Coastal Plain." 
As he observes， this late Cretaceous species Sequoia reichenbachi grew in the 
Circumpacific Regions， and the Recent species Sequoia sem)うervire制 appearsto be i ts 
postenty. 
H巴re，the original description of Sequoia reichenbachi by Heer (1868: Bd. 1， 83) 
is quoted : 
“S. ramis elongatis， jolicis decurrentibus，ρatentibus， jalcatis incurvis， rigidis， 
acuminafis. " 
The needle-leaves of Asuwa sp巴cimenclosely resemble the latter sp巴ciesin fonn; 
besides， in the shape of foliag巴 with female cone of the former especially is 
similar to the latter (Heer : Op. cit. pl. XLIII， figs. ld， 2b， & 5a and Heer: 1874 ; 
Bd. III， pls. XII， figs. 7c & 7d; XX， figs. la. 2-5， 6a， 6c， 7a， 7b & 8; XXVIII， fig. 
2; XXXIV， fig. 1; XXXVI， figs. 1-8; and XXXVII， figs. 1 & 2. Especially pl. XX， 
figs. la， 2-4 shown foliage with female cones.) 
The fig. 6 in plate XIV of the Asuwa plates is the result of treatment of the 
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Walton-preparation， and is the only one at hand， becaus巴 theother treatments were 
unsuccessful. It shows three incomplete escutcheons， and they are very much lik巴
the impressions of th巴seof the Recent species Sequoia semjうervirens.
And then， the wri ter tried the Maceratimトmethodto thesεleaves of S. cf. 
semlうervirens，but he resulted in failure， so could not observe the characteristic 
arrangement of scq'.lOian stomata. 
1n conclusion， Asuwa species is essentially indistinguishable from S. reichen闘
的chi. But her巴 thisspecies is recorded as S. cf. sempervirens， b巴causefor i ts
affini ty wi th the Recent species S. semlうervirens，the writer has no confidence. 
Occurrence: S旦raoBed. 
Locali ties: Sarao and Shizuh乱ra.
Reg. No. GKZ 12229. 
CfL Sequoia stern品ergi(Goppert) Heer 
P1. XIX， fig. 3. 
183. Sequoia sfernbergi (G凸ppert)Heer: Flora fosilis arctica， Bd. vn， pl. XCVI， figs. 5b， 10
& 11. 
This single spεclm色nshown magnified was obtained at the cutting of road sidε 
at Goshogahara. This twig bears a few of apparently incomplete cone-impressions. 
This species res巴mblesHeer's Sequoia sternbergi (Goppert) from the Mεsozoic 
formation of Greξnland. The original figures of Heer is prob旦blyregarded as varie-
ties of some species of Taxodiaceae号
However， this Goshogahara cone does not represent the character of Sequoia 
cone， and i t may well be mentioned as an Insertae Sedis of Mesozoic conifer， pos圃
sibly comparable with Heer's species. 
Occurrel1ce: Sarao Bed (Ohara Bed)。
Locali ty: Goshogahara。
Reg. No. GK Zl1195. 
Cfr. Sequoiαambigua Heer 
Pls. XVI， fig. 4; XXIII， 8.
These sp巴cimenswere collected by司 studentof Kanazaw旦 University，in the 
outskirts of Katsuyama City， 01 the road side of Goshogah乱ravillage in the Shira-
mln巴-KatsuyamaBus line. 
These repr巴sentthe cryptomeroid type of branchlet seen il1 the R巴centspecies of 
Cryρtomeria japonica or Taiwania crYJうt01neroidesH且yata(1930; 36， fig. 16). 
Leaflet shows triangul旦rand some fu1cat吋 form，it ap巴x become scale shape 
and has keel; 5士 1mm in length and 3土 0.5mm i1 width. This regarded as an 
ancient form conifer grown in the late Mesozoic， like other taxodiacean memb巴rs
such as M etasequoiαand Taxodium. 
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Hollick reported sequoian leaf as Sequoia ambigua Heer (1930: 56， pl. XX， 
figs. la， 2-4a， 5-7) from the Cretaceous layers in Alaska; he correlated it with 
Heer's figure (1874: Bd. III， No.2， p.78， pls. XXI， figs. 1， 2a， 3-9， 10a， b，c; XXV， 5) 
from the Kome beds of Greenland， which seems to be very c10se to the present 
specles. 
The writer has no question in regarding to the identity of the Asuwa species 
with Heer's species， but the original figures of Heer be probably regarded as the 
varieties of some species of Taxodiaceae. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed (Ohara Bed). 
Locali ty: Goshogahara. 
Reg. No. GKZ 11210. 
Metasequoia Miki 
Metasequoia cf. glyρtostroboides Hu et Cheng 
Pls. XII， figs. 4， 5; XV， 2， 3， 4， 6; XVI， 2a; XVII， 2; 
XVIII 2a; XIX， 4b; XXIV， 5.
Description: Sterile foliage， with leaves opposite and distichously disposed， 
uninerved， spatulate or elongate-lanceolate in shape， rounded or sub-acute at sum-
mit， narrowed into a very short petiole， spreading 60四80degrees on the axis， 19:1 10 
mm in length and 1.5:1: 0.5 mm in width. 
These specimens are very much like the lea ves of the Recent species M etasequoia 
glyttostroboides Hu et Cheng. But the writer has no knowledge of the yielding of 
cone， so that he can not but hesitate to id巴ntify'it with the Recent species， by 
means of the leaf alone. 
Since old time， the taxonomic position of these leaves have been doubted by 
many palaeobotanists; particularly， the leaves hav巴beencalled for long time Sequoia 
disticha HEER， S. langsdorfii Heer， and Taxodium occidentalis (Newberry)， etc.， of 
these grew in the Palaeogene period. 
However， M etasequoia is one of the genera of the Taxodiaceae which flourished 
in the Cretaceous age in the Northern Hemisphere， as has. been recent1y evidenced 
by several paleobotanist， Chaney (1950) dea1t with the world-wide distribution of 
the genus， Baikovskaja (1956) reported on the species from Siberia and Sakhalin， 
and Bell (1957) described the Canadian species. 
Then it is natural that Asuwa flora contains many foliages， but whether they 
are identifiable with the Recent species M. glyttostroboides or not， the writer can 
not say for certain. 
However， he tried the Maceration閉methodto these leaves of M; cf. glyttostro-
boides， with the same category as above mentioned these of Sequoia cf. semtervirens， 
he could not observe any complete preparations of them. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Localities: Sarao and Shizuhara. 
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Reg. No. GKZ 12224 (occurrence in Shizuhara). 
T axodium Endlichεr 
Taxodium cf. disthicum Endlicher 
Pls. VII， fig. 5b; XI， 3b; XII， 6，7; XIII， 1b， 2， 3b; XIV， 2b， 7; 
XV， la，5; XVI， 2b; XVII， 1，3，4; XVIII， 3b; XIX， la; XXIII， la， 3a 7a. 
Description: Sterile foliage， leaving decussated， uninerved， elongate帽lanceolate
in shape， spinous at旦pex，narrowed into a very short petiole， touched 30-45 degrees 
on the axis， 18土 7mm in length旦nd1.2士 0.4mm in width. 
These specim巴nsresemble the leaves of the Recent species Taxodium disthicum. 
But the writer has not seem the yielding of its cone， so that there 1S some doubt 
about the synonymy of them in reference only to the leav巴s. Neverthεless， the 
genus Taxodium is an important memb巴rof the Taxodiaceae which flourished from 
the late Mesozoic to early Tertiary in the Northern Hemisphere. 
Before S.Miki established Metasequoia (1950: 49-53) in the fossil material in 
1940， ithad been confused with Taxodium; but he separated the form巴rfrom the 
l旦tteron the basis of the differ巴nceof the sh旦peof leaflεt and the way of their 
touching on the rachis. The many sterile foliages described as Taxodium cf. 
disthicum in this paper conform with Miki's characterization of the genus. 
And the wri ter tried the M乱Cεration-methodto these leaves of T. cf. disthicum， 
but he was unsuccessful; about this result in fail， h色 considersthat these mild and 
graceful deciduous 1巴av巴sof M etasequoia and Taxodium could not be preserved in 
sandstone and shale in their complete shapes. 
Occurrence: Sarao B巳d.
Localities: Sarao， Shizuhara and Tanitoge. 
Reg. No. GKZ 12244 (occurr日ncein Shizuhara)。
MONOCOTYLEDONEAE 
Carpolithus s sp. (cfr. Palmocarlうonsp.) 
Pl. XII， fig. 1。
Description: Ovospindle-shaped， spinal at apex and petiolated， 61士 8mm in 
length， and 28土 4mm in width; longitudinal costae run from the petiole and cOlト
verge at apex. The internal cast of the testa alone is preserved. 
In the“Zuri" in the Sarao closed mine， many of these seeds are preserved as 
casts and impressions， sometimes accompanying nucellaceous matters. Th巴y旦r色 of
apricot kernel-like in sh乱pe，in longitudinal section; and they show rounded outline 
in cross-section when not flattened by crushing. Longitudinal costae are interpreted to 
be the spaces between vascular strands that surround the nucleus. The nuclelar area 
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lS surroudecl by a scleroclermatous matters， which， is commonly turnecl to coal. 
These seecls are comparable in shap巴 tothose of some Palmocarton syagrusioides 








Pls. XX， fig. 2a: XXI， 1.
These incomplete (upper part lacking) clicotyleclonean leaflets resemb1e Trocho-
dendroides arctica (Heer) Bell (1949: 56-57， p1s. IV， fig. 2; IX， fig.4; XX， fig.3 ; 
XLIV， fig.2; XLV， figs. 1 & 2; XLVI， figs. 1-3) which is emenclecl by Berry (1926 : 
109) from Populus arctica Heer (1868: 137， II， figs. 14 & 15a) and contains H巴er's
Populus richαrdsoni， P. hookeri， H edera mαcclurii， from the 1ate Mesozoic formation 
of Northern Greenlancl， Melville Islancl， 四国 Spi tzbergen， etc. 
The Asuwa specimens very close1y resemb1e Heer's figur巴s(1868: I， 14， & 15a)， 
so that these seem to have grown in the 1ate Cretaceous age in so問called“Arctic
Region". 
Occurrence: Sar且obecl. 
Loca1i ties: Sarao ancl Shizuhara. 
Reg. No. :GKZ 12005 (occurrence in Sarao). 
Betu1aceae 
Alnus ? sp. 
Pl. XXI， figs. 3， 4 (enlargecl fig. 3). 
Two specimens were examined from the 10αlity at the roadsicle cutting at 
Sengokuclani， where tuffaceous white sandy sha1e layer containing a few impre-
ssions of p1ant fossi1s exposecl. These specimens were preservεcl on the bedding plane， 
ancl are recognized on the weatherecl surface. These resemb1e species such as Alnus 
pytamidalis Hollick (1930: LXXXV， fig. 4a) and cfr. Carpinus grandis Florin (1922 : 
III， figs. 27トk). The former was descri bed by A時 Hollickfrom the upper Creta-
ceous in Alaska， ancl the other was reported by Florin from the Palaeogene in 
Southern Manchuria which had been figured to correlate with the upper Cretaceous 
species of Greenland by Heer (1895: 572， VII， fig. 9; VIII， 5: 1878: b; p. 34， Pls. 
IV， fig. 4a ? ; V， fig. 1， 12 ?， 13; VIII， IX， 1-4)巳
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And then， thes色町田mblethe species such旦sRecent species of Fagaceae， Alnus 
sp. which grows in the temperate zone. 
Occurrence: Sar呂oBed. 
Locali ty: Sengokudani. 
Reg. No.: GKZ 12193. 
Menispermaceae 
Menisρermites sp. 
Pl. XXIV， figs. 3 & 4. 
These specimens were coll色ctedby N. Fuji and some students of Kanazawa Uni司
versi ty in 1957， a t the road四sidecutting in Shizuhara village. 
Leaf blade， probably broadly ovate to orbicular (upper and base lackεd). Seven 
distinct ribs radiate through the leaflet， from the summit of petiole (petiole luc-
ked)， it's nervation resembles some entire leaf that should be referred to Clathro唱
tteris egyρtiacea Seward (1910: 388， of uncert旦inage Cr巴taceous)，
and he denotes : 
“一司 8evenstrong ribs radiate through the lamina from thεsummi t of the petiole ; 
at a and b small pieces of the projecting ribs are shown in the groov巴s. From the 
main veins slender branches are given off at right angles and， as seem in the erト
larged f1awing， these again subdivide into a deli四 tereticulum wi th free四ending
vεinlets. " 
But the writer doubts it really belongs to fern; it may rathεr be a dicoty凶
ledone旦n le呂f. 80 this Asuwa species resembles Bε11's Menisρermites acutilobus 
Lesquereux (1949: 46， fig. 3) except that it is palmately five回nerved. And 
prim呂ryvenation resembles that of Cocculus latifolius (Zittel: 1890， 502， fig. 294). 
but the tertiary venation is more like that of the Menistermites acutilobus. 
Occurrence: 8arao Bed. 
Loca1ity: Cutting of road同sideof Shizuh乱raVillage. 
Reg. No. : GKZ 10057. 
Ranales 
N ym phaeaceae 
Nelumbium Ettingshausen 1854 
Nelumbium orientalis Matsuo emend. 
Pl. XXI， fig. 2. 
1954. Nel町別boorientalis Matsuo， Trans. Proc. Palaeont. Soc. Japan， N. S， No.14， pp.155-158， pl.
20. 
This lotus of Asuwa flor呂 isthe oldest remains of the genus in the Far East， 
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discovεred in “Zuri" of a closed mine at Sarao. The description of this species in 
1954 reads as fo11ows : 
“Two leaves on a slab of shale， leaves suborbicular， 12 cm in diameter， margin 
slightly undulate. Petiole stout suggest to be 4-5 mm wide in comprεssed state. 
Primary ribs assumed to be 22 and 26， respectively， in number， radiating frorn center 
of leaf， and forking uniformly and clichotomously two or three times with angles of 
30 to 50 degrees; first fork usually at about a half of the length. Areolation fine 
but distinctly impressecl， commonly forming numerous regular hexagonal ancl p巴nt-
agonal meshes ancl rar巴lyrhombic formecl." 
Nelumbo is a large aquatic hεrb; to the plant from Ceylon the name Nelumbo 
nelumbo was given， though it is now called N. nucifera. The recent genus has two 
existing species. One is the Indian lotus (Nelumbo nucifera)， which is found in the 
southern Asi旦ticregion， ranging from Japanese Islands to northern Australia， ancl 
towarcl west as far as the Caspien Sea region; they have pink or white flowers. 
The other is the American lotus (N. lutea) which is founcl in eastern North America 
from Ontario and Michigan to Florida and Louisiana， and southward in thc West 
Inclies ancl north巴rnSouth America， extending as far south as to latitude 7 degree S 
in Brazil: flowers are pale yellow in colour. 
Berry， when clescribed his fossil species Nelumbo 1りrotolutea，gave a sketch map 
showing the clistribution of existing ancl geologic Nelumbo， ancl remarkecl as follows: 
“Any g巴nusof plants representecl by but two closely relatecl existing species， 
each wi th a comparable habi tats ancl distribution ancl separatecl by the breadth of 
the Pacific Ocean， is sure to have hacl a long g巴ologichistory cluring which the 
ancestors of the existing sp巴ciesoccupiecl the int色rveninglancl areas. -The existing 
Nelumbo nelumbo， therefore， appears to be a species whose extinction in Europe 
was brought about by the unfavorable concli tion that existecl cluring the Pleistocene 
epoch but which survivecl in eastern ancl southern Asia， as clid its only existing 
ally， Nelumbo lutea， in eastern North America， by the opportunities afforded it to 
wi thdra w south warcl b巴yonclthe reach of adv巴rseconclitions -ー四 opportunities which 
Europe， with its high eastwest mountain range ancl interior seas， failecl to furnish四
ecl. " 
Accrding to his opinion， the Nelumbo existecl from the first in two species， 
grown in two continents of the Northern Hemisphere. The writer considers， how-
ever， that the many species of lotus might have arisen polygenetically in the early 
Mesozoic Era. 
Since Ettingshausen (1584: 36-37) clescribecl Tertiary species of the N elumbium 
buchi (op. cit: p. 36， pls. X， figs. 2 & 3: XI， fig. 1: XII) ancl Nelumbium nvm-
Phaeoides (p. 37， pls. X， fig. 1; XI， fig. 2) from Monte Promina in Dalmatia (the 
latter is synonymous with the former)， many sp巴cieshave been reported by many 
authors， in clifferent countries， namely， Sweclen， Germany， Englancl， France， U. S. 
America， Canacla， Inclia， ancl Japan， ranging from the lower Cretaceous in North 
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America to the Pliocene in Europe. 
Among them， Heer described Nelumbium arcticum (1882: pl. XL， fig. 6) from 
the Mesozoic form旦tionin Greenland， which is small in size with 13 main redial 
veins. Heer's specimen resembles Asuwa species in size， but the number of the 
main radial veins 1n the former 1S smaller than in the latter. 
Dorf describ色dNelumbo tenuifolia (Lesquereux) Knowlton (1942: 141-142， pl. 
X， fig. 10) from the late Cretaceous sediments (possibly continuous into the early 
Palεocene) of the Rocky Mountain region. His specimen has J7 radial main veins， 
and 9.5 cm in diameter， thus being smaller than the Asuwa specimens. 
Bell mentioned Nelumoites protolufus from the Paskapopo formation (Paleocene) 
。fAlberta district in Canada (this species name was emended Bell from Berry's 
Nelumbo tenuifolia). According to the writer's view this species belong to Nelumbo 
proper， and thus， it may be the ancient American lotus (Nelumbo lutea) 1n Northern 
America. 
The presence of the Nelumbium with small leaves in Northern Hemisphere is 
useful for correlation of the occurrence of the late Cretaceous formations of western 
Can乱da，U. S. America， Alasl臼 Peninsula，]apan， South Korea， France， etc. 
Occurrence: S旦raoBed. 
Locali ty: Sar丘o.
Reg. No. GKZ 10018a (Holotype)“ 
Nym1うhaeites? trapelloides Matsuo 
PL XXIII， figs.ト7.
1960. ]1，少m〆lagitestrapeloides Matsuo: Trans. Proc. Palaeont. Soc. Japan， N. S. No. 40， pp. 329-
336， pL 38， figs. 1-5 and text-figs. a-d。
Thes己 somewhatinc巴rtae-sedicalgenus was described under the names of D十
cotyloPhyllum， Macclintokia， * Nymρhaites， Trapa?，εtc. When H. H. Lee (1959: 
pp. 30-40， pl. 1， figs圃 1-8)reported TraJうa? microPhylla from the upper Cretaceous 
formation of North eastern China (Manchuria)， he noted that Kryshtohovich had 
combined this uncertain small leaf of the fossil plant wi th Trapa? microPhylla and 
did not refer to any of the above mentioned three genera. (Lee: 1959; p.39). 
The wri ter's conclusion， however， is that these interesting small leav巴sfrom 
the lat巴 Cretaceous formation of omichidani possibly b巳longsto the Nymphaeac巴乱e
rather than to the Hydrocaryaceae; as far as the writer knows， the fruit of this 
Nymphaeacean plant fossil has never been found associated with leaves，乱ndthe 
areolation does not sugg己stthe characteristics of the Hydroc呂ryaceanplant Trapa. 
* This genus had been report巴dby Kryshtohovich (1918: p.61-62， fig. 15) under the name as Mac-
Clintockia sachalinensis sp. nov. The writer neglect巴dhis species as the reason of that its figure 
could not be correlated with the same species of dmichidani. But， reading the descriptio日 ofM. 
sachalinen.sis， itshould be a~ firmed to be the dmichidani species. 
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Nev巴rtheless，the presence of the characteristic small plant fossils in the la te 
Cretac巴ousto early Tertiary formations of Northern Hemisphere， affords further 
satisfactory paleobotanical interests to support the Early Cenophyta. 
The description of the new species Nymphaeites trapelloides， was as follows : 
“ー町田 Lea ves small， cletach己d，peltate and rouncled form， vary in size from 7 to 
20 mm long ancl 4 to 17 mm wicle， somevvhat enlarg色dupwards; marked by many 
fine and rouncl巴dpits; fine serration in an upward margin of leaf; base obtuse ancl 
petiole， areolation distinct， like pentagon丘1or h巴xagonalmeshed-form. 問問円.
When the wri ter estabiishecl this n巴w species on account of the characteristic 
fine and rounded pits marked on one surface， the writer could not know the origin 
of these pitted marks (1960: pl. 38， text-fig. a & d). Subsequent to the publication 
of the paper， a doubt has bεen arisen if these characteristic pits were not the 
marks of the scars of th巴 fallen-offfine bristles or strigae. These are pr巴sent011 
the veins of the surface，在ndi tsreverse like R巴centspecies of Euryale ferox Sailsb.， 
a member of the Nymphaeaceae. 
Then the writer lik巴sto try to correla te the lea ves wi th two aq ua tic plan ts 
species Trapella sinensis of the Pedaliaceae and Tra1うanatans of the Hydrocaryaceae. 
Trajりellasinensis: Floating leaf reniformecl ovate， aquatic 1巴afoblong-lanc巴olate;
opposited， crenate in margin， 1.5:+: 0.5 cm broad; palmi-veined. 
Trapa natans: Rhomboidal form， marginal entire， serratεd upward; pubescent 
in reversed surface; 4:+: 2 cm broad; petiole long and fusiform envelope of flo-
tage; radiated gregarious; main veins formed penniveins. 
Now， the species from omichiclani has the similar shape and nervation wi th 
Trajうella; margin serrate， ancl greg且rious like Tralりa(the latter shown in the 
figures of Ward: 1886; pl. XLIX， fig. 5; in Berry: 1935; pl. XIX， figs. 2. 8， 
8-11 and in Bell: 1949; pl. XVII， fig. 4). 
In conclusion， the omichidani aquatic small plant does not belong to the Peda-
liacean aquatic plant and Hydrocaryaceae， but rather to the Nymphaeaceae. 
Occurrence: Sarao B色d(Ohara Bed). 
Locality: Tanitoge. 
Reg. No. GKZ 10096 (Holotyp巴). 
Vitaceae 
Vitis sp. ? 
Pl. XXII， figs. 5， 6. 
Though these specimens are fragment leaves， they are different from the other 
dicotyledoneous leaves of the Asuwa Flora. They are large回formedand have staH王
rachises; resemble the figure of Vitis venusta Hollick (1930: LXXX， fig. 4) and 
Viburnum nordenskioldi Heer (1869: III， fig. 13). 
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The writer could not distinguish a corr巴ctspecies， but considers thεherbs of 
Vitaceae， Caprifoli乱C色乱e，etc. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed。
Localities: Shizuhara and Sarao. 
Reg. No.・GKZ12410 (Sarao)， GKZ 12408 (Shizuhar旦).• 
Caprifoliacea色
Viburnum sp. 
Pls. XXI， fig. 5; XXII 3a & 4乱。
D巴scription: Leaf generally cordate， vary to旦 roundoutline with top truncat巴d;
serration is essential， has a spine旦tapex; nerves essentially trinεrved， adclitional 
pair or two later旦ls，rise at the base， tertiariεs irregulaL 
These spεcimens were collect吋 In“Zuri"at Sarao and Shizuhara. Preservation 
is incomplete， but they resemble closely Viburnum irinervum Berry (Bell: 1949; 78， 
2 & 3) from the Pal旦巴ocenebed in Saskatchewan， Southwestern Canacla。
But the serrate part of the prese日tspecies is different from Bell's species by its 
being more narrowly spenous. Nevertheless， the Recent species V. erosum Thunberg 
and V. wrighiii Miquel of these growing in Jap呂nese18.， suggest i tscharacteristic 
leaf as the Asuwa species， sometimes. So this spεcies is beliebecl to b日longto the 
Caprifoliaceae. 
Occurrence: Sarao Becl. 
Localities: Sarao旦nclShizuhar呂，
Reg. No. : GKZ 12187固
Sapotaceae 
Satotacites ? sp。
Pl. XXII， figs. 3b， 7.Textイig.14a 
Description: L己afsingle， sempervirented， coriacεous， entir色 inmargin， ellip司
tical“oval in shape， contracting abruptly to the roundecl apex like arrow-nock， base 
lacking; rachis distinct， reaching to apex， 6 veinlets clistinct ancl the distal parts 
of veinlets become anastomosed more or less， ancl rather abruptly turn backwarcl， 
that is， downward. 
Only one specimen is at h旦nd:it resembles such Recent species of Sapotaceae 
as Sideroxylon ferugineul勿 Hook& Arn. which grows in Ogas旦wara(Bonin) 1s1旦nds，
Formos旦， etc. 
Newberry reported Sapotac巴aceousleaf as Salうotacitesretusus Heer (1896: pl. 
LIII， ，fig. 5 & 6) from the Amboy Clay in North Americ乱 hecorrelatecl it wi th 
Heεr's figure (1883: VoL VII， p. 32， pl. LXI， fig. 10) from the Atane bed in 
Greenland。
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a: Satotacites? sp. b: Sideroxyton ferugineurn Hook et Arn. 
Fig. 14: Correlation of the Asuwa species of Satotacites sp. with 
living species of Sideroxylon ferugineum Hook & Arn. 
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Further， h巴 reportedthe Myricaceous leaves as Myrica emarginata Heer ? (op. 
cit. pl. XLI， fig. 1， fig. 10 is non) which s巴emsto be very close to the present 
species. The original figure (Heer: VI， Abth. I， pl. XLI， fig. 2) may probably be 
regarded as varieties of some species of Sapotaceae. 
Then， the R巴centspecies Sideroxylon ferugineum is figured (text帽fig.14b) to 
correlate with th巴 Asuwaspecimen. The latter is much smaller than the former， 
but the specimen in the herbarium of the Institute of Biology， Kanazawa University， 
shows 3・10cm in length on one branch. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Locality: Shizuhara. 
Reg. No. GKZ 12414. 
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Carpolithus r sp. 
(Nyssacean ? sε巴d)
Pl. XXII， fig. 2， 
Description: Small seed， ovate in shape， with four median longitudina1 groovεs 
on one surface; 1:t2 mm in length and 4土 1mm in width; thickness unknown. 
Many specimens are found in “Zuri" at Sarao closed mine. They are internal casts 
of seeds. The characters of thεspecimens strongly suggest affinity with Nyssaceae， 
the only family which the wri ter has found comp旦rable. Howev巴r，in the shape 
the seed 1S unlike that of any m巴mberof th旦tfamily known to the writer. 
The wri ter， thεrefore， refrained from referring it to any deffinit巴 genusor 
species， but has referred it only to the family， though without confidence. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Locali ty: Sar呂o.
Reg. No. GKZ 12194. 
CarlうolithusO sp. 
(Fraxinus ? sp.) 
PL XXII， figロ1.
Description: Samara lanceolate-ovate in outline， 22士2mm in length and 7士 l
mm in width， wing narrow“oval， rounded to obtuse above， several fine striae marked， 
attached at the end of one seed; seed 2:t mm in length and 2士mmin width， 
trunca ted -ov呂tein sh且pe.
This specimen was found出n
a block of fine tuf日facε印oussandstone. There is not sufficient evidence， except for 
the general resemblancεdescribed abov己， to associ旦tethe fossi1 wi th any particular 
living genus， but it resembles in the shape of its wing， which is the characteristic 
shape of Recent genus Fraxinus. 
Occurrence: Sarao Bed. 
Loc旦lity: Sarao. 
Reg. No. GKZ 12017. 
V. Habitat of the Asuwa Flol'a 
The next table-6 shows the habit且tand climatic condition as suggested by the 
elements of the Asuwa Flora. 
The writer does not try an analitical work for the sedimentary rocks of Sarao 
Bed. How巴V己r，he considers from the table-6 that the s巴dimentarycondition of the 
Asuw乱 Florais considered to have been temperate-subtropical and situatεd close to 
the stream (ex. lake and swamp， etc.) 
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According to the reports of H. C. Urey et. al. (1951) and R. Bowen (1961)， the 
018 isotope in calcium carbonat巴 (ex.conical part of Belemnitidae) had the relation 
with th巴 t巴mperatureof deposition of th己 Mesozoicage in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. The resu1ts of above Belemnoid analyses suggest that the temperature of 
the late Cretaceous age is sub剛tropicalor tropical sea (average 16.80C in winter to 
21.50C in summer). SO， the wri ter d呂resto say that the Asuwa Flora is the sub-
tropical flora. 
Habitat and Climatic Condition of the Asuwa Flora 
imate Ha bitat 
定回
九三ili
Similarity of Living species 
Toble. 6: 
Fossil Sp巴cles
十十+ Equisetum sp. Equisetites sp. 
+ -r 十O. japonica or O. regalis Osmunda asuwensis 
十寸十十Dioon sp. Dioon sp. 
十+ S. sempervirens Sequoia cf. sempervirens 





??M. glyρtostroboides Metasequoia cf. glyptostroboides 








十寸一Sapotacean species Sapotacites sp. 
十」一+ Gramineous leaves 
VI. Conclusion 
( 1) In the Hokuriku district， the so-called “quartz-porphyry" (age unknown) 
lies on the Tetori Group (upper Jurassic四lowerCr巴taceous)and on the Hida Gneiss 
(age unknown， but older than the Devonian). This widely distributed acidic rock 
contains the late Cretaceous plant fossils that w巴rediscovered by S.孔f旦edain 1951 
from omichidani， Ishikawa Prefecture: he regarded the flora as to belong to the 
upper part of the Akai w在 subgroup(lower Cretaceous). 
( 2) S. Endo And M. Amano studied omichidani flora 
late Cretaceous in age. 
it of the ancl regarded 
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( 3) The writer and S. Kida collected many plant fossi1s from the “Zuri" in 
the closed Sarao mine at the upper reaches of the Asuwa-gawa， where the “unknown 
Mesozoicゎ isexposed. 
(4) In 1954， the w円円fほぽri抗terr巴po町rt白;冷巴don the occurrenc印e0ぱfNelu似!mbo0昨riμentαaliおsfrom 
th児巴
iれtis on this occasion tha t he est旬ab削lishedthe Asuwa Flora呂ssuch. 
(5) Studying in the Laboratory of Prof. E. Kon'no of Tohoku University in 
1957 as a rese訂 chstudεnt of the Educational Departm巴nt，the writer could minutely 
revise the whole aspect of the Asuwa Flora. 
(6) The Asuw乱 Florawas dεposited in a lake during th巴 lateCretaceous. Its 
hinter1and might hav色 beenformed of plants of which Nilssonia， Sequoia， M etase-
quoia， etc， that is different Gyml10spermae showing Subtropica1 同 Temp巴ratezone 
were the main elements. 
(7) Concerning the description of fossi1 species， the writer classified Nilssonia 
into five types旦ccordingto the 
has been tried。
of leaves， Aclcling to it a revision of Ginkgoites 





All of them a1'e believed to be typical species in the late Cretaceous旦ge.
( 9) The Asuwa Flora should be consiclered to b色longto the late Cretac巴ousil1 
Northern Hεmisphere， occuring in such regions as Europe， Siberia， South Korea， 
Sakhalin， Alaslぽ， North Ame1'ica， etc" as is shown the composition of the 
flora. 
(10) As rega1'ds the lithic characters， the 1'ock containing the Asuwa Flora is 
similar in many points to th旦tof the similar formation in South Kore且.
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Locali ty: Sarao 
Plant fossils occur in the valley司tSarao village centεr part (/). 




Locality: The cutting of road-side at Shizuhara. 
Fig. 1. Showing outcrops of Sarao Bed. 
Fig. 2. ~earer viεw， showing excavations in plant-bearing the alternation 
of sand -stone丘ndsandy shale layers. 





Locality: S旦m巴 locality呂tPlate 11. 
Fig. 1. N巴arerview， showing excavations in Plant-bearing sandy shale. 
Fig. 2. Nearer view， showing root-like fossils in tuffaceous sandy sand-
stone. 





Fig. 1: Osmunda asuwensis sp. nov. (p. 197); Sarao， GKZ12225 (Holotype). 
Fig. 2: Enlarged fig. 1. 
Fig. 3: a ---Pterisαsp. (p. 200) 
b ---Chladophlebis gronlandica Heer (p. 204); Shizuhara， GKZ120L!R. 
Fig. 4: Chladol幼ledisgr品nlandicaHeer (p. 204) ; Sarao， GKZ12190. 
Fig. 5: Enlarged fig. 4. 
Fig. 6: ChladoPhlebis (Dryopteris ? sp.) (p. 204); Sarao， GKZ11898. 
Fig. 7: a ー-Nilssonia orientalis Heer (p. 209) 
b ---Pteris s sp. (p. 201) 
C 一回 Osmundaasuwensis sp. nov. (p. 197); Shizuhara， GKZ12044. 
Fig. 8: aー-ChladoPhlebis gronlandica Heer (p. 204) 
b 一同 Nilssnoiaasuwensis sp. nov. (p. 213) 
c ---Sequoia cf. sempervirens (p. 223); Shizuhara， GKZ12445. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate IV 
Plate V 
Fig. 1: ChladoPhlehis frigida (Brongniart) Heer (p. 201) ; Sarao， GKZ12197. 
Fig. 2: a一回 Osmundaasuwensis sp. nov. (p. 197) 
b ---ChladoPhlehis gronlandica Heer (p. 204) 
c ---Nilssonia orientalis Heer (p. 209); Shizuhara， GKZ12040. 
Fig. 3: a ---Osmunda asuwensis sp. nov. .(p. 213) 
bー - Nilssonia orientalis Heer (p. 209) 
C一-N. glossoformis sp. nov. (p. 213) 
d ---Sequoia cf. sempervirens (p. 223); Shizuhara. GKZ12042. 
Fig. 4: ChladoPhlehis gronlandica Heer (p. 204); Sarao， GKZ12203. 
Fig. 5: Enlarged fig.4. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate V 
Pl旦te VI 
Fig. 1 a ---Nilssonia asuωsensis sp. nov. (p. 213) 
b ー-N. sp. Sarao， GKZ12200. 
Fig. 2: Enlarged fig. la. 
Fig. 3: Nilssonia asuwensis sp. nov. (Holotype) (p. 213) ; Shizuhara， 
GKZ12226. 
Fig. 4: Nilssonia serotina Heer (p. 211); Sarao， GKZ10053. 
Fig. 5 :旦---Nilssonia serotina Heer (p. 211) 
b 回目 - N. orientalis Heer (p. 209); Shizuhara， GKZ12230. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate VI 
Plate VII 
Fig. 1: a 劃旬開 Osmunda asuwensis sp. nov. (p. 197) 
b 四ー - Nilssonia orbiculata sp. nov. (p. 212) (Holotyp巴)
C 一司 N. glossoformis sp. nov. (p. 213); Shizuhara， GKZ12217. 
Fig. 2 : 丘一-Nilssonia serotina Heer (p. 211) 
b ---Fern species. S乳rao，GKZ12191. 
Fig. 3: Nilssonia orientalis Heer (P. 209); Sarao， GKZ12104. 
Fig. 4: Nilssoniαasuwensis sp. nov. (p. 213); Shizuhara， GKZ12436. 
Fig也 5: a--勾 Nilssoniaorientalis Heer (p. 209) 
b -国 Taxodiumcf. disthicum (p. 226); Shizuhara， GKZ12241. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate VII 
Plate VIIr 
Nilssonia glossoformis sp. nov. (p. 213) 
Fig. 1: Sarao， GKZ12219. 
Fig. 2: Sarao， GKZ12051 (Holotype) 
Fig. 3: Shizuhara， GKZ12253. 
H. M.ATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate Vln 
Plate IX 
Fig. 1: Nilssonia asuwensis sp nov. (p. 213); Sarao， GKZ1220L 
Fig. 2: Enlarged fig. 1. 
Fig. 3: Nilssonia asuwensis sp. nov. (p. 213); Shizuhara， GKZ12411. 
Fig. 4: Cartolithus a sp. (Cycas s巴ed)(p. 214); Sarao， GKZ12195. 
Fig. 5: a ー- Osmunda asuwensis sp. nov. (p. 197) 
b闘--Nilssonia orbiculata sp. nov. (p.212); Shizuh旦ra，GKZ12409. 
Fig. 6: a ---Nilssonia serotina Heer (p. 211) 
b ---Ginkgoitesρseudoadiantoides (Hollick) Florin (p. 222) ; 
Shizuhara， GKZ12448. 
Fig. 7: 丘一-Chladothlebis grω11andica Heer (p. 204) 
b 司副司 Nilssonia orbiculata sp. nov. (p. 212); Shizuhara， GKZ12435. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plete IX 
Plate X 
Figs. 1 & 2: Dioon? sp. (p. 213); Shizuhara， fig. 1 ; GKZ12233， fig.2; 
GKZ12198. 
Figs. 3 & 4: Ginkgoites tseudoadiantoides (Hollick) Florin (p. 222) ; 
Sarao， fig.3; GKZ12220， fig. 4; GKZ12188. 






Fig. 1: Ginkgoites pseudoadiantoides (Hollick) Florin (p.222) ; S旦rao，
GKZ12223. 
Fig. 2: Nilssonia glossoformis sp. nov. (p. 213); Shizuhara， GKZ12412 
(x 0.7). 
Fig. 3: a-町四 Nilssonia orientalis Heer (p. 209) 
b ---Taxodium cf. disthicum (p. 226); Shizuhara， GKZ12211. 




Fig. 1: Cartolithus s sp. (p. 226); Sarao， GKZ12192. 
Fig. 2a， b: Ginkgoites tseudoadiantoides (Hollick) Florin (p. 222) ; Sarao， 
GKZ12196. 
Fig. 3: Enlarged fig.2a. 
Fig. 4: M etasequoia cf. glyttostrohoides (p. 225); Shizuhara， GKZ1224. 
Fig. 5: Enlarged fig. 4. 
Fig. 6: Taxodium cf. disthicum (p. 226); Sarao， GKZlO045. 
Fig. 7: Enlarged fig. 6. 




Fig. 1: 乱回開問 NilssoniαorientalisHeer (p. 209) 
b ---Taxodium cf. disthicum (p. 226); Shizuhara， GKZ1245L 
Fig. 2: Taxodium cf. disthicum (p. 226); Shizuhara， GKZI0037. 
Fig. 3: a 一目 J¥Tilssoniaglossoformis sp. nov. (p. 213) 
b ---Taxodium cf. disthicum (p. 226); Shizuhara， GKZ12186. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate Xlll 
Plate XIV 
Fig ω Sequoia cf. 223); Sarao， GKZ12234. 
Fig. 2: a ---Sequoia cf. semtervirens (p. 223) 
b ---Taxodium cf脅 disthicum(p. 226); Shizuhara， GKZI0020. 
Fig. 3: Seqzωia cf. semJうervirens(p. 223); Sarao， GKZ12209. 
Fig. 4: Left specimen in fig旬 5.




(Hollick) Florin (p. 
Fig. 6: Enlarg色dfig. 4， which was dealt with treatment of京Talton回
preparatlOn. 
Fig. 7: Taxodium cf. disthicum 226); Goshog旦hara，GKZ12562. 





Fig. 1: a -開 Taxodiumcf. disthicum (p.226) 
b 何回 - Nilssonia asuwensis sp. nov.. (p. 213); Shizuhara， GKZ12244. 
Figs. 2，3 & 6: Metasequoia cf. glYlうtostroDoides(p. 225); Shizuhara， 
fig. 2; GKZ12240， figゅ 3;GKZ12213， fig. 6; GKZI0035盆
Fig. 4・ Enlargedfig. 3. 





Figτ1 : 乱，b 一日 lViZssonia sp合 nov.
c ---1Vilssonia asuωensis sp. nov，町
d 回目白 Seauoia cf. Sei似合ervirens(p‘223); Shizuhara， GKZ12432 
2 : of and Taxodium. Sarao. GKZI0082. 
Fig切 3' cf， (p合 Shizuhara，GKZ12237. 
Fig. 4: CfL GKZ1l210. 
H. MA TSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate XVI 
Plate XVII 
Fig. 1: Taxodium cf. disthicum (p. 226); Goshogahara， GKZl1196. 
Fig. 2: Metasequoia cf. glyptostroboides (p. 225); Shizuhara， GKZ12429. 
Fig. 3: Taxodium cf. disthicum (p. 226); Sarao， GKZI0033. 
Fig. 4: Enlarged fig. 3. 





Fig. 1: Twigs of Metasequoia， Sequoia and Taxodium， etc. ; Shizuhara， 
GKZ10038. 
Fig. 2: a 一回 Metasequoiacf. glYlうtostroboides(p. 225) 
b ー幽 Sequoiacf. semtervires (p. 223); Shizuhara， GKZ10035. 
Fig. 3: a 四国・ Nilssonia glossoformis sp. nov. (p. 213) 
b 一同 Taxodiumcf. disthicum (p. 226); Shizuhara， GKZ12238. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate XVIII 
Plate XIX 
Fig. 1: a一回 Taxodiumcf. disthicum (p. 226) 
b ---Nilssonia orbiculata sp. nov. (p. 212) 
c ---Sequoia cf. sempervirens (p. 223); Shizuhara， GKZ12407. 
Fig. 2: Sequoia cf. sempervirens (p. 223); Shizuhara， GKZ12206. 
Fig. 3: Cfr. Sequoia sternbergi Heer (p. 224); Goshogahara， GKZ11195. 
Fig. 4: a ---Nilssonia asuwensis sp. nov. (p. 213) 
b 園開問 M etasequoia cf. glyptostroboides (p. 225); Shizuhara， GKZ 
12415. 
H. MATSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate XIX 
Plate XX 
Fig， 1: Leaves of Chladolうhlebis，Nilssonia， Sequoia & Tαxodium， etc. 
Shizuhara， GKZ12047 (x 0.5) 
Fig. 2: a ---Potulites sp. (p， 227) 
b ---Chladothebis frigida (Brongni乱rt) Heer (p. 201); Sar旦0，
GKZ12005. 
H. MA TSUO Asuwa Flora. 
Plate XX 
Plate XXI 
Fig. 1: POlうulitessp. (p. 227); Shizuhara， GKZ12031. 
Fig. 2: Nelumoium orientalis Matsuo (p. 228); Sarao， GKZI0018a (x 0.9) 
Fig. 3: Alnus? sp. (p. 227); Sengokudani， GKZ12193旦.
Fig. 4: Enlarged fig. 3. 
Fig. 5: Viournum sp. 232); Shizuhara， GKZ12187. 





Fig. 1: Carpolithus o sp. (Fraxinus ? sp.) (p. 234); Sarao， GKZ12017. 
Fig. 2: Carjうolithusr sp. (Nyssidium sp. ?) (p. 234); Sarao， GKZ12194. 
Fig. 3: a ---Viournam sp. (p.232) 
b ---Sapotacites sp. ? (p. 232); Shizuhara， GKZ12414 (x 0.9) 
Fig. 4: a 同一 Viournum sp. (p. 232) 
b ---ChladoPhleois frigida Heer (p. 201); Shizuhara， GKZ12434. 
Fig. 5: Vitis sp. ? (p. 231); Sarao， GKZ12410. 
Fig. 6: Vitis sp. ? (p. 231); Shizuhara， GKZ12408. 
Fig. 7: Enlarged fig. 3b. 
Fig. 8: Sagenopteris? sp. (p. 205); Sugo GKZ12202. 




Figs， 1回7: Nymjうhaeites? tratelloides Matsuo (p， 230) T旦nitoge，fig， 1， 
GKZ11557; fig. 2， GKZI0096 fig. 3， GKZ10097; fig. 4， GKZI0099; 
fig， 5， GKZI0098 fig. 6， GKZI0095 fig. 7， GKZ11497. 
Figs， la， 3a & 7a: Twigs of Sequoia sp. 
Fig. 8: Cfr. Sequoia ambigua (p. 224); Goshogahara， GKZ12550. 




Fig. 1: a ・目町 Ginkgoites pseudoadiantoides (Hollick) Flor・in(p. 222) 
b ---Sequoia cf. semlうervirens(p. 223); Shizuhara， GKZ12204. 
Fig. 2: Ginkgoitesρseudoadiantoides (Hollick) Florin (p. 222); Tani togム
GKZl1534. 
Figs. 3 & 4: l11enislうermitessp. (p. 228); Shizuhara， fig圃 3，GKZI0057; 
fig. 4， GKZ12221. 
Fig. 5. Metasequoia cf. glYlうtostro品oides(p. 225); Shizuhara， GKZ12216. 
Fig. 6. Zamites sp. (p. 214); Shizuhara. 
H. MATSUO Asuw乱 Flora.
Plate XXIV 
2 
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